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Abstract: In the recent years, the MPEG Layer III (MP3) music compression format has 

become an extremely popular choice for digital audio compression. Its high compression 

ratio, and near CD quality sound make it a natural choice for storing and distributing 

music - especially over the internet, where space and bandwidth are important 

considerations. For example, using MPEG Layer-3 compression, 40 MBytes audio files 

have been compressed to approximately 3.5 MBytes. As a result of the MP3 popularity, a 

variety of portable MP3 players entered the market. We decided to design and implement a 

Hard Disk based MP3 player similar to products currently available (e.g. Creative Labs 

Nomad, Archos Jukebox 6000, Apple Ipod, etc.). Our goal was to design the player with 

minimal cost and to implement a FM Stereo Radio Transmitter module for ease of 

connectivity. This module resolves the compatibility problems with the current available 

car audio systems. In the same time system flexibility and scalability as well as system 

evolution to more advanced architectures were the main principles that drove the 

development of this platform. The primary enhancement of the platform will be to switch 

the communication module from a analogical FM radio transmitter to digital wired or 

wireless communication solutions. 
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1 Introduction 

A digital audio player (DAP) is a device that stores, organizes and plays digital 

music files. It is more commonly referred to as an MP3 player (because of that 

format's ubiquity), but DAP's often play many additional file formats. Some 
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formats are proprietary, such as Windows Media Audio (WMA), and Advanced 

Audio Codec (AAC). Some of these formats also may incorporate restrictive 

digital rights management (DRM) technology, such as WMA DRM, which are 

often part of certain paid download sites. Other formats are completely patent-free 

or otherwise open, such as Ogg Vorbis, FLAC, Speex (all part of the Ogg open 

multimedia project), and Module file formats. 

There are three main types of digital audio players: MP3 CD Players - These kinds 

of devices play CD's. Often, they play both audio CD's and homemade data CDs 

containing MP3 or other digital audio files; Flash-based Players - These are solid 

state devices that hold digital audio files on internal or external media, such as 

memory cards. These generally have a low storage device, typically ranging from 

128 MB – 4 GB, which can often be extended with additional memory; Hard 

Drive-based Players or Digital Jukeboxes - Devices that read digital audio files 

from a hard disk. These players have higher capacities, ranging from 1.5 GB to 

100 GB, depending on the hard drive technology. At typical encoding rates, this 

means that thousands of songs, perhaps an entire music collection can be stored in 

one MP3 player. 

In this paper we will present the implementation of a Hard Drive-based player 

capable of streaming multimedia audio content via wireless communication 

interface. This system may be used as a stand alone device for playing mp3 files 

or as a broadcast audio station. 

2 Related Work 

The precursors to DAP's were portable CD players and Mini disc players. Non-

mechanical DAPs were introduced following the popularity of the precursors. 

The first Mp3 player in the world was created by SaeHan Information Systems in 

1997. The MPMan F10 was later OEMed to the American market through Eiger 

Labs. The first non-mechanical digital audio player on the American market was 

the Eiger Labs MPMan F10, a 32 MB portable that appeared in the summer of 

1998. It was a very basic unit and wasn't use expandable. 

The first Mp3 player to really make a significant impact on the buying population 

in America was the Diamond multimedia Rio PMP300. Diamond multimedia 

wisely released the PMP in September of 1988 just prior to the Christmas season. 

Sales of the Rio far exceeded the company’s expectations, which led to a number 

of large companies’ decisions to enter the Mp3 race mp3play. 

The first commercially available HD-based Mp3 Player was created by Compaq. 

It was created as a prototype personal audio appliance by Compaq's Systems 

Research Center (SRC) and Palo Alto Advanced Development group (PAAD). 
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The PJB project started in May 1998, and the PJB-100 product shipped in 

November 1999. This player was succeeded by a lot of players Creative Nomad 

Jukebox, Archos Jukebox 6000, Apple Ipod, etc mp3hard. 

3 System Overview 

Inspired by these HD-based players we decided to design a similar one, with 

minimal cost. We observed that all these players have compatibility problems with 

the current available car audio systems. The only way to connect them is via the 

RCA analog input of the audio systems. This is difficult sometimes, because a 

dashboard disassemble is needed. 

We find a solution for this problem, the wireless technology. We implemented a 

FM Stereo Radio Transmitter to our MP3 player. With this, the player transmits 

the analog audio signal on FM frequency between 88 - 108 MHz. The only thing 

needed to connect the player to the audio system is to tune in the correct frequency 

on the FM radio receiver of the audio system. In this way there is no more need of 

a wire connection, only needed to keep the player in a range of three meters from 

the audio system and the signal is transmitted. 

The mp3 player is capable to access and read thousands of mpeg digital audio files 

from a hard disk using a microcontroller. The microcontroller sends the data 

extracted from a file to mp3 decoder chip. This chip processing the date and send 

them to the digital analog audio converter (DAC). The DAC converts the digital 

date from the input and send analog audio signal to the output. That signal is sent 

to the loudspeakers and to the FM transmitter. We implemented for the player 

some push buttons and infra red port. With these we will be able to control the 

mp3 player. 

The push buttons are as following: Play (play melody); Stop (stop playing); Next 

(next melody); Prev (previous melody); Volume + (volume up); Volume - 

(volume down); Dir (change directory); Shuffle Mode, Normal Mode. 

4 Hardware Design 

The basic parts used in this project were: Microcontroller - AT90S8535 (Atmel); 

Mp3 Decoder - STA013 (ST MicroElectronics); 18 bit serial DAC - CS4334 

(Crystal/Cirrus Logic); FM Stereo Radio Transmitter - BA1404 (frequency 88-108 

MHz). We used the ATMEL AT90S8535 microcontroller to control the 

components and data flow. The AT90S8515 is a low-power CMOS 8-bit 

microcontroller based on the AVR RISC architecture. By executing powerful 
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instructions in a single clock cycle, the AT90S8515 achieves throughputs 

approaching 1 MIPS per MHz allowing the system designer to optimize power 

consumption versus processing speed. 

The AVR core combines a rich instruction set with 32 general purpose working 

registers. All the 32 registers are directly connected to the Arithmetic Logic Unit 

(ALU), allowing two independent registers to be accessed in one single instruction 

executed in one clock cycle. The resulting architecture is more code efficient 

while achieving throughputs up to ten times faster than conventional CISC 

microcontrollers. 

The AT90S8515 provides the following features: 8 K bytes of In-System 

Programmable Flash, 512 bytes EEPROM, 512 bytes SRAM, 32 general purpose 

I/O lines, 32 general purpose working registers, flexible timer/counters with 

compare modes, internal and external interrupts, a programmable serial UART, 

programmable Watch-dog Timer with internal oscillator, an SPI serial port and 

two software selectable power saving modes. The Idle Mode stops the CPU while 

allowing the SRAM, timer/counters, SPI port and interrupt system to continue 

functioning. The power down mode saves the register contents but freezes the 

oscillator, disabling all other chip functions until the next external interrupt or 

hardware reset. 

4.1 Microcontroller Connection 

Figure 1 presents, the microcontroller connection circuit. The JP2 connector, 

labeled V+OUT, connecting the microcontroller Vcc pin to the voltage regulator 

circuit. This circuit is contains two kind of voltage regulators LM7805 and 

LM317T.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 

Microcontroller connections 
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With the LM7805 we obtained the 5V+ Vcc, necessary the microcontroller and 

the hard disk. With the LM717T we have the 3V+ for MP3 Decoder, DAC and the 

FM radio transmitter. We choice for microcontroller a crystal at 8 MHz, this will 

let as to use the microcontroller at his maximum capacity, 8 MIPS (eight 

thousands of instruction per second). This crystal is used to give a clock for 

microcontroller, by giving an oscillation between XTAL1 and XTAL2. To obtain 

that oscillation we also need a pair of capacitors rated between 10 pF and 100 pF, 

the value depending only from crystal sensitivity. 

To program the microcontroller we need a programmer. We use a serial 

programmer similar to the STK200 from Kanda Systems that must be connected 

to the PC parallel port and to the microcontroller. To connect the programmer to 

microcontroller we used the JP3 connector, labeled ISP. 

Five pins of the microcontroller are used for serial programming, MOSI (Master 

data output, slave data input), MISO (Master data input, slave data output pin), 

SCK (CLOCK), RESET and of course the GROUND. 

Here we had to solve a problem. The normal state of the RESET line is high, then 

microcontroller executes the instructions from the flash and the programming 

mode is represented by the Low state of the RESET. Therefore we need to keep 

the RESET line High until a programming is started. When a programming is 

started the programmer must have to pull the RESET to LOW. We used a 100KΩ 

resistor connected with one end to the 5 V+ and the other end to the 

microcontroller RESET pin to make this pull up and down. When no signal came 

from the programmer on the RESET line, the RESET is HIGH with the Vcc and 

when a low is added from the programmer the RESET pin commute to LOW. 

The same principle is used for the push buttons, when a button is pushed the pin 

that correspond to the push button there is HIGH and the 9 pin labeled KEYS is 

LOW, otherwise KEYS is HIGH and no signal is add on D0-7 pins. 

The first eight data lines of the hard disk are connected to Port A (PA0-7) and the 

second eight lines (D8-15) are connected to Port C (PC0-7).The other lines needed 

from hard disk is connected to Port D. 

For reception of the infrared signal we use a TSOP1738. This chip needs only a 5 

V Vcc to pin 2 and it captures all infrared signals and send it to the 

microcontroller via the pin 2. 

4.2 Mp3 Decoder Connection 

The STA013 is a fully integrated high flexibility MPEG Layer III Audio Decoder, 

capable of decoding Layer III compressed elementary streams, as specified in 

MPEG 1 and MPEG 2 ISO standards. The device decodes also elementary streams 

compressed by using low sampling rates, as specified by MPEG2.5. 
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STA013 receives the input data through a Serial Input Interface. The decoded 

signal is a stereo, mono, or dual channel digital output that can be sent directly to 

a D/A converter, by the PCM Out-put Interface. This interface is software 

programmable to adapt the STA013 digital output to the most common DAC's 

architectures used on the market. 

Figure 2 represent the connection circuit of the STA013 to the microcontroller and 

to the DAC. In this project we have two chips that work with different voltages. 

The STA013 is a 3 volt chip. The data sheet claims it can run between 2.7 to 3.6 

volts. It must not be used at 5 volts. We need a level-shifting to connect the 

STA013 to the microcontroller. 

The communication between the STA013 and the microcontroller is made via the 

MP3 BUS. This bus incorporates a I²C bus and a serial data bus. The I²C bus has 

two lines, the DATA line (SDA) and the CLOCK line (SCL), both need level-

shifting because the SDA there is a bidirectional line and the SCK there is an input 

line. The serial bus has four lines DATA, CLOCK, DATE_REQ and RESET. The 

DATE_REQ is an output line and the other three are input lines, and they need 

level-shifting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 

STA013 connections 

4.3 Level-shifting 

The outputs from a 5 volt powered chip must not be directly connected to the 

STA013 input pins. The STA013 inputs are not 5 volt tolerant. Each pin has a pair 

of input protection diodes. These diodes may conduct a small current. The 

simplest and easiest way to interface a 5 volt output to the STA013 input pins is 

with a series resistor, which will limit the current when the 5 volt output is high. 

There is some input capacitance (3.5 pF) on the input pins, so adding a small 
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capacitor in parallel with the resistor will allow the rapid edge to properly drive 

the input pin. The value of the resistor and capacitor are not critical, Figure 3 

shows 4.7 K and 47 pF, which limits the steady-state current to less than 1/2 mA, 

and has been tested. The capacitor is not really necessary if the pin doesn't need to 

be driven rapidly, such as the RESET pin. 

Connecting the SDA signal from a 5 volt microcontroller to the STA013 is a bit 

more complex, though a simple circuit can often be used. The SDA line is 

bidirectional, which either device can pull down, or a resistor provides the pull-up. 

Most microcontrollers have TTL thresholds, so a pull-up to the 3 volt supply will 

easily satisfy the 2.0 volt input high requirement. If the microcontroller will never 

drive the line high (only pull low or tri-state), then no other parts are probably 

required. This may be the case if the microcontroller has a dedicated I²C pin. In 

most cases, the microcontroller can drive the line high, and an additional resistor 

should be added to prevent damage to the STA013. 

This current limiting resistor should be small, as it will form a resistor divider with 

the pull-up when the microcontroller drives low. If the pin can be put in a tri-state 

mode, the firmware should be written to use the tri-state for a logical high, or at 

least tri-state the SDA signal when not transmitting data, to save power. 

The connecting of the DAC CS4334 is very simple. We only have to connect the 

SDATE, SCLK, LRCK, and MCLK to the same pins on the STA013. This DAC 

does not need a sophisticated output filter, because a filter is integrated in the chip. 

4.4 FM Stereo Radio Transmitter 

For the FM Stereo transmitter we use a BA1404. This device contains a stereo 

modulator, an FM modulator, and an RF amplifier. The stereo modulator creates a 

stereo composite signal, witch consists of a main (L+R), sub (L-R) and pilot 

signals, from a 38 KHz quartz controlled frequency. The FM modulator oscillates 

a carrier in the FM broadcast band (76 to 108 MHz) and modulates it with the 

composite signal. The RF amplifier creates energy to emit the modulated FM 

signal. It also functions as a buffer for the FM modulator. The schematic of this 

transmitter is very simple and it is taken from the original date sheet of the 

BA1404, see Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 

FM Stereo Radio Transmitter 

5 Communication and Configuration via I²C 

I²C is a 2-wire protocol, created by Philips. One line acts as a clock (SCL) and the 

other data (SDA). The protocol defines the ability to have multiple masters initiate 

communication, but here we'll only worry about the simple and common case 

where the microcontroller is the only device that controls the bus, and all the other 

chips (like the STA013) respond to queries initiated by the microcontroller. 

The STA013 requires initialization by I²C communication. This step can not be 

avoided. One part of the required initialization is to sent a group of 2007 writes 

provided by ST in the file p02_0609.bin. 

For simple applications like using the STA013, there are four fundamental 

operations. Only these four operations are needed to build routines that access the 

STA013 chip: 

Start Condition: This is a high-to-low transition of the SDA line, while SCL is 

high. Normally SDA only changes when SCL is low. When SDA changes while 

SCL is high, it means either the start or stop of a communication, instead of data 

transfer. 

Send A Byte, Get ACK Bit: Eight bits are sent by the microcontroller, each write 

to SDA occurs while SCL is low. A ninth clock is given and the microcontroller 
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receives an ACK bit from the STA013. If the STA013 received the byte, it will 

send a zero in this bit. 

Receive A Byte, Send ACK Bit: The microcontroller gives eight clocks on SCL, 

and after each low-to-high clock transition, a bit is read from the STA013. During 

a ninth clock, the microcontroller pulls SDA low to acknowledge that it received 

the byte. 

Stop Condition: This is a low-to-high transition of the SDA line, while SCL is 

high. After the stop condition, both lines are left high, which is the idle state of the 

I²C bus. 

Using these four basic I²C operations, a function to read from the STA013 can be 

built as follows: 

Start Condition; Send A Byte: The value is 0x86 (134). The seven most 

significant bits instruct the STA013 to listen (because there may be other chips 

connected to SDA and SCL). The LSB is clear, telling the STA013 that will be 

writing an address; Send A Byte: The value is the address where we need to read 

data. The main program will pass the address to our sta013_read function; Stop 

Condition; Start Condition; Send A Byte: The value is 0x87 (135). Again, the 

upper bits select the STA013, and the LSB sets up the next access to read; 

Receive A Byte: Read the byte from the STA013. This will be returned to the 

main program; Stop Condition; 

Writing to the STA013 is even easier. Here are the steps: Start Condition; Send 

A Byte: The value is 0x86 (134). The seven most significant bits instruct the 

STA013 to listen. The LSB is clear, telling the STA013 that will be writing; Send 

A Byte: The value is the address within the STA013 where we write the data. The 

main program will pass the address to our sta013_write function; Send A Byte: 

The value is the data passed from the main program to write into the STA013; 

Stop Condition; 

The first step should be to check that the STA013 is actually present. Just read 

from address 0x01. If the read routine returns with an error, then no device sent an 

ACK bit and there is no chip installed. If there is an ACK, the data returned 

should always be 0xAC. Any other value means that the STA013 isn't working 

properly. 

The next step is to transmit the 'p02_0609.bin' configuration file provided by ST. 

This file consists of 2007 address and data pairs. Sending the file is simply, we 

just write a loop that passes each pair to the 'sta013_write' function. Each ACK 

should be checked and the process aborted if any write doesn't receive any of its 

ACK’s. 

Once the configuration file is sent, the board specific settings must be sent. These 

settings are needed to setup the crystal and the CS4331 DAC. To configure the 
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STA013 for a crystal, in our case a 14, 74568 MHz crystal, we need a little 

program from ST, named ConfigurPLL version 1.0. 

After that only three pairs of bytes are needed, two of them set the STA013 for the 

DAC. Address 0x84 represents PCMDIVIDER register and it is set to 1 for 256X 

over sample, 32 bit words (allows 24 bit output).The next address 0x85 represents 

PCMCONF register and it is set to 33 for I²C format. The last is address 0x24; 

witch is used to enable the DATE_REG pin by setting it to 4. Now the STA013 is 

set up for playing MP3, is only needed a Run Condition (address 0x72, data 0x01) 

to be ready and a Play Condition (address 0x13, data 0x01) to start playing the 

mp3. A full register description can be found in the original data sheet for the 

STA013. 

6 System Extension 

The system presented above provide a certain degree of flexibility and 

compatibility based on its FM radio transmitter that can broadcast audio content to 

FM enabled devices. But this solution has certain limitations and drawbacks in the 

context of the evolution of digital communications and multimedia broadcast 

solutions over digital communication link. According to this trend in the field of 

communication we present a different approach for our multimedia broadcast 

system. The system will be equipped with digital wired and wireless 

communication interfaces that will enable this platform to serve as a research and 

development support system for multimedia applications. This system will be 

suited for applications requiring mobility not only for the client devices but also 

for the server module. In the following pictures we will present the architecture of 

the both implementations, the FM radio transmitter based implementation and the 

digital communication enabled platform. In Figure 4 the block diagram of the 

system implemented based on the FM radio transmitter is presented. This solution 

in simple and can be produced at low costs because of the simplicity and low 

performance requirements for the components as well as because of the simple 

design and simple software components. But the drawback of this platform is its 

communication solution. 

 

Figure 4 

FM radio transmitter based solution 
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In Figure 5 we present the advanced architecture which involves digital 

communication interfaces that bring more complexity to the system but in the 

same time make it more flexible and with an enhanced research and application 

development possibilities. This solution gives more performance and is oriented 

on the technology trends in the field of multimedia broadcasting. In the same time 

the solution is more expensive due to the complexity of the communication 

interface, the performance requirements for the CPU which has to be faster that 

the one used in the other implementation. The software component is more 

complex as well because of the control components (drivers) that have to be 

implemented and the protocol stack. 

 

Figure 5 

Digital communication based solution 

Conclusions 

The system presented in this paper represents the result of a research and 

development activity. Several similar solutions had to be studied as well as all the 

devices and circuits used for the development of this system. The challenges 

encountered by the development team were interfacing with storage devices and 

wireless communication module. This system be further developed as a 

commercial product or can be used as experimental test bed for didactic purpose. 

As future work, the communication module will be further developed in order to 

enable more complex wireless connectivity for the system and in the same time 

the storage module will be developed to permit connectivity with several other 

media storage systems. These two platforms can be used as experimental 

platforms for studies in the field of multimedia application involving content 

broadcast (or unicast) and development platforms for product implementations. 
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Abstract: The clustering of biological sequences into biologically meaningful classes 

denotes two computationally complex challenges: the choice of a biologically pertinent and 

computable criterion to evaluate the clusters homogenity, and the optimal exploration of 

the solution space. Here we are analysing the clustering potential of a new method of 

sequence similarity based on statistical sequence content evaluation. Applying on the same 

data the popular CLUSTAL W method for sequence similarity we contrasted the results. 

The analysis, computational efficiency and high accuracy of the results from the new 

method is encouraging for further development that could make it an appealing alternative 

to the existent methods. 

Keywords: biological sequence, n-grams, entropy, dissimilarity matrix, exploratory data 

analysis 

1 Introduction 

In bioinformatics, sequence clustering algorithms attempt to group sequences 

that are somehow related. Generally, the clustering algorithms are single linkage 

clustering, constructing a transitive closure of sequences with a similarity over a 

particular threshold. The similarity score is often based on sequence alignment. 

Most of the time, sequence clustering is used to make a non-redundant set of 
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representative sequences [1] and sequence clusters are often synonymous with 

(but not identical to) protein families. Determining a representative structure for 

each sequence cluster' is the aim of many structural genomics initiatives [1]. The 

general purpose of grouping proteins into families leads to more sensitive 

detection of new members and improved discrimination against spurious hits 

based on the essential conserved features in a family [2]. 

The most obvious measure of the similarity (or dissimilarity) between two 

samples is the distance between them. One way to begin a clustering investigation 

is to define a suitable metric and compute the matrix of distances between all pairs 

of samples. If distance is a good measure of dissimilarity, then one would expect 

the distance between samples in the same cluster to be significantly less then the 

distance between the samples in different clusters [3]. 

There are numerous algorithms and associated programs to perform cluster 

analysis, for example, hierarchical methods [4], self-organizing maps [5], k-means 

[6], and model-based approaches [7], [8], [9]. Existing clustering approaches that 

have been applied to biological sequences, mostly proteins, are reviewed in [2]. 

Many of them are based on manual or semi-manual procedures; others are fully 

automatic but less reliable. To our knowledge, there is no generally accepted 

method that is able to produce automatically an accurate clustering of a large 

biological sequence database. Conventional clustering algorithms employ distance 

(or similarity) measure to form the clusters [9] when graph partitioning algorithms 

exploit the structure of a graph to find highly connected objects. Hence, the 

biologist wishing to perform cluster analysis is faced with a dyzzing array of 

algorithmic choices and little basis on which to make a choice. 

Having proposed a new similarity measure for protein sequences in a previous 

work [11] we come here to analyse it in clustering process. The new method is 

based on Markov chains representation known as n-gram in statistical language 

modeling. A similarity measure estimation derived from cross entropy was 

adopted from information theory field in order to compute the similarity between 

the resulting n-grams. The new strategy was applied for the task of clustering 

protein sequences using a geometrical representation, based on the dissimilarity 

matrices derived from sequence comparisons within two different databases of 

proteins. On the largest experimetal database we apply the similarity method used  

by CLUSTAL W. It is one of the most popular tools (freely available at 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/), based on a multiple sequence alignment strategy. 

We are using this tool in order to compare the correlation values between the 

clusters obtained using the similarity method of CLUSTAL W with those using 

the new statistical method. 
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2 Method 

2.1 The New Statistical Similarity Method 

Protein sequences from all different organisms can be treated as texts written in a 

universal language in which the alphabet consists of 20 distinct symbols, the 

amino-acids. The mapping of a protein sequence to its structure, functional 

dynamics and biological role then becomes analog to the mapping of words to 

their semantic meaning in natural languages. This analogy can be exploited by 

applying statistical language modeling and text classification techniques for the 

advancement of biological sequences understanding. Scientists within this hybrid 

research area believe that the identification of Grammar/Syntax rules could reveal 

entities/relations of high importance for biological and medical sciences. 

In the presented method, we adopted a Markov-chain grammar to build for our 

protein dataset 2-gram, 3-gram and 4-gram models. To clarify things we chose a 

hypothetical protein sequence WASQVSENR. In the 2-gram modeling the 

available tokens/words were {WA AS SQ QV VS SE EN NR}, while in the 3-

gram representation they were {WAS ASQ SQV QVS VSE SEN ENR}. Based on 

the frequencies of these tokens/words (estimated by counting) and by forming the 

appropriate ratios of frequencies, the entropy of an n-gram model can be readily 

estimated using (1) as comes from Van Uytsel and Compernolle’s work [12]. 

( ) ( ) ( )1

12

*

1 log  
1ˆ −∑−= n

nL

W

n

L wwpwCount
N

XH , (1) 

where the variable X has the form of an n-gram ⇔= n
wX 1

{w1,w2,…,wn} and 

)( 1

n
wCount  is the number of occurrences of n

w1
. The summation runs over all the 

possible n-length combinations of consecutive w  (i.e. 

W*={{w1,w2,…,wn},{w2,w3,….,wn+1},….}) and N is the total number of n-grams 

in the investigated sequence. The second term, ( )1

1

−n

n wwp , in (1) is the conditional 

probability that relates the n-th element of an n-gram with the preceding n-1 

elements. Following the principles of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) [13], 

it can be estimated by using the corresponding relative frequencies: 

( ) ( )
( )   . ˆ

1

1

1

1 −
− =

n

nn

n
wCount

wCount
wwp  (2) 

This measure is indicative about how well a specific protein sequence is modeled 

by the corresponding n-gram model. While this measure could be applied to two 

distinct proteins (and help us to decide about which protein is better represented 

by the given model), the outcomes cannot be used for a direct comparison of 

them. Thus, the common information content between two proteins X and Y is 

expressed via the formula: 
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 (3) 

The first term ( )n

X wP 1
 in (3) corresponds to the reference protein sequence X (i.e. 

it results from counting the words of that specific protein). The second term 

corresponds to the sequence Y based on which the model has to be estimated (i.e. 

it results from counting the tokens of that protein). Variable 
n

w1  ranges over all 

the words (that are represented by n-grams) of the reference protein sequence. 

2.2 Sequence Comparison Strategies with the New Similarity 

Method 

Having introduced the new similarity measure, we proceed here with the 

description of its use in order to perform comparisons within protein databases. 

The essential point of our approach is that the compared proteins in a given 

database (containing annotated proteins with known functionality, structure etc.) 

are represented via n-gram encoding and the above introduced similarity is 

utilized to compare their representations. 

We considered two different ways in which the n-gram based similarity is 

engaged in efficient database searches. The most direct implementation is called 

hereafter as direct method. A second algorithm, the alternating method, was 

devised in order to cope with the fact that the proteins to be compared could be of 

very different length. It is easy to observe the need of having two methods if 

sequences of very different length are compared. The procedure of experimenting 

with both methods and contrasting their performances gave the opportunity to 

check the sensitivity of the proposed measure regarding the length of the 

sequences. 

Direct Method   

Let Sq be the sequence of a query-protein and {S}={S1, S2, … SN} the given 

protein database. The first step is the computation of ‘perfect’ score (PS) or 

‘reference’ score for the query-protein. This is done by computing E(Sq,Sq) using 

the query-protein both as reference and model sequence (we call here ‘model’ the 

sequence compared with the query) in equation (3). In the second step, each 

protein Si, i=1…N, from the database serves as the model sequence in the 

computation of a similarity score E(Sq,Si), with the query-protein serving as 

reference sequence. In this way, N similarities are computed E(Sq,Si), i=1,..,N. 

Finally, these similarities are compared against the perfect score PS by computing 

the absolute differences D(Sq,Si)=|E(Sq,Si)–PS|. The ‘discrepancies’ in terms of 

information content between the query-protein and the database-proteins are 

expressed. By ranking these N measurements, we can easily identify the most 

similar proteins to the query-protein as those which have been assigned the lowest 

distance D(Sq,Si). 

( ) ( )1

11 |log)(,

1

−∑−= n

nY

n

wall

X wwPwPYXE
n
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Alternating Method   

The only difference with respect to the direct method is that when comparing the 

query-protein with those from the database, the role of reference and model 

protein can be interchanged based on the shortest (the shortest sequence plays the 

role of reference sequence in (3)). The other steps, perfect-score estimation, 

ranking and selection, follow as previously. 

3 Experiments 

3.1 Sequence Databases 

The proposed strategy based on measuring protein similarity was demonstrated 

and validated using two experimental databases. A small one, contains an overall 

sample of 100 protein sequences where two distinct groups of protein data had 

been selected as follows. The first 50 entries of the database correspond to 

proteins selected at random from the NCBI public database [14]. The last 50 

entries corresponds to proteins resulted from different mutations of the p53 gene. 

The mutations were selected randomly from the database we created using the 

descriptions provided by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) 

Lyon, France [15]. This set of 50 proteins, denoted hereafter as p53-group, is 

expected to form a tight-cluster of textual-patterns in the space of biological 

semantics. On the contrary, the rest 50 proteins should appear as textual-patterns 

in the same space that differ not only from other, but also (and mainly) from the 

p53-group. It could be formulated as the problem of two class recognition. 

The second database is a set of 1460 proteins extracted from Astral SCOP 1.67 

sequence resources [16]. From the available/original corpus of data, which is a 

structured one, only those families containing at least 10 protein sequences were 

included in our new database. In this way, 31 different families unequally 

populated were finally included. We mention that the annotation of our database 

follows the original annotation relaying on the biological meaning of similarity 

concept (and therefore can be considered as providing the ‘ground-truth’ for the 

protein classification). As in the small database set, we expected that all the 

proteins belonging to the same family would appear as a tight cluster of textual 

patterns and having a proper similarity measure so as we could differentiate the 

existent families. 

This database (of 1460 proteins) was organized at random in 3 different sets with 

less than 500 sequences, in order to observe at a smaller scale the behavior of the 

applied similarity technique. 
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3.2 Results 

The geometrical consideration, according to which the patterns are represented by 

points (i.e. the end tails of corresponding vectors), in a multidimensional space, is 

very useful in order to conceptualize morphological relationships between 

patterns, to search for natural groupings inside the sample patterns, etc. The key 

idea is that similar patterns are mapped onto nearby points [17]. 

In order to validate the two variants of the strategy we proposed, are followed 

some classical steps of Exploratory Data Analysis. Generating the procedure of 

similarity search between the sequences in each data set we have, we built the 

corresponding dissimilarity matrix (that comes from N×N comparisons) used by 

the representation technique to illustrate the geometrical distribution of our data. 

In Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 the matrix containing all the possible dissimilarity 

measures D(Si,Sj), i,j=1,2,…N is depicted as a grey scale image, for both 

algorithmic variants of our method and three different n-gram models. 

 

Figure 1 

Visualization of the matrices containing all the 

possible pairwise dissimilarities of the 100 

proteins for 2,3,4-gram models 

Figure 2 

Visualization of the matrices containing all the 

possible pairwise dissimilarities for the 497 

proteins of Set1, for 2,3,4-gram models 
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Figure 3 

Visualization of the matrices containing all the 

possible pairwise dissimilarities for the 497 

proteins of Set2, for 2,3,4-gram models 

Figure 4 

Visualization of the matrices containing all the 

possible pairwise dissimilarities for the 466 

proteins of Set3, for 2,3,4-gram models 

In the adopted visualization scheme all the shown matrices (after proper 

normalization) share a common scale in which the 1 (white) corresponds to the 

maximum distance in each matrix. It is worth mentioning here that the ‘ideal’ 

spatial outlay is a white matrix with only a black segment at the lower right 

corner. Therefore, it is evident from all these figures that 4-gram modeling has a 

very good representation for searching sequence similarity within the given 

database. 

Due to the obvious separation of sequences in the small database we tried to 

identify the affiliation of sequences grouped as tight cluster in the dark corner of 

Fig. 1. The results are shown in Figure 5 which is a low-dimensional 

representation of protein sequences using dissimilarity measure for the small set of 

experimental data. Here, it is obvioius the fact that we obtained a very god 

solution to the two class identification problem. 

Regarding the cluster identification in the second experiments, we used a strategy 

based on Huberts’s statistics [18] in determining the correlation factors between 

the clusters we obtained and the ‘ground-truth’ offered by the original protein 

sequence families/superfamilies structure. 
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Figure 5 

Low-dimensional representation of protein sequences using dissimilarity measure for the small set of 

experimental data 

In order to compare the performance of the new statistical approach with that of 

an already well recognised method, we apply CLUSTAL W similarity method on 

the structured database (as it is more complex). The tool performs multiple 

sequence alignment and generates pairwise similarity scores based on the 

identification of conserved sequence regions. These scores are used to cluster the 

protein sequences based on the direct principle of relatedness (the higher the score 

values the closer the sequences are). In Table 1 we show the correlation factor 

values. 
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Table 1 

Correlation values based on Huberts’s statistics for set 1, 2, 3 of the second protein database using 

CLUSTAL W and the two approaces of the new method 

Set CLUSTAL W method Direct method Variant method 

1 0.202 0.1230 0.1110 

2 0.127 0.0347 0.0354 

3 0.297 0.339 0.3622 

In the interpretation of the correlation values there are considered as good scores 

the high values and it is not the case achieved with the assumption we made (the 

possible identification of biological structural classification). Even though, it is 

obvious that CLUSTAL W results are not too far from ours and for the third set 

we get even better results. Under this circumstances the biologist reasoning helps 

in elucidating the clusters representation meaning. The explanation comes from 

the fact that many times sequences of different length and with partial identity in 

content may belong to the same biological family. So, the clusters we get are 

representing the similar sequences in textual representation. This conclusion is 

already justified by the very good performance of mutated proteins identification 

in the small database. 

Conclusions 

The method experimented in this paper constitutes a step forward in investigating 

the engagement of language modelling for characterizing, handling and 

understanding biological data in the format of sequences. Specifically, we studied 

the efficiency of this new method in revealing the context relatedness between 

sequences. The experimental results indicate the reliability of our algorithmic 

strategy for expressing similarity between proteins according to the sequence text 

content. Given the conceptual simplicity of the introduced approach, it appears as 

an encouraging alternative to previous well-established techniques. 

Here won’t be discussed the two methods comparative performance as the results 

of the similarity search are geometrically represented but regarding the order of 

the employed n-gram model, after testing with order of 2, 3, 4, 5 we noticed, as 

can be seen in Figures 1-4 that the performance of the method increases with the 

order of the model up to 4. After the order of 5 due to the lack of data, the 

corresponding maximum likelihood estimates become unreasonable uniform and 

very low. 

Analysing the meaning of clusters identified in visual representation of the 

dissimilarity matrices we may consider that this content evaluation similarity 

measure performs well for sequences having related textual representation. This 

aspect may lead to a general clustering strategy. Despite the corelation values that 

didn’t confirm our biological expectation we are motivated to adjust the similarity 

method by working with functional groups of amino acids. It has to be made the 
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observation that till now we worked only with concepts from information theory 

field applied on protein sequence. In addition, CLUSTAL W similarity method 

that works with biological informations didn’t give much higher scores for 

correlation test. In absence of other correlation reference values we are motivated 

to consider that it may be used a subjective classification of sequences in SCOP 

database or in CLUSTAL W similarity principle. 

Considering the algorithmic simplicity and computational efficiency of our 

approach, in this form, we are justified to suggest it as a first choice when searches 

in large databases are required. In terms of time complexity, without a detailed 

analysis we are motivated to consider this method efficient especially when search 

procedure is running over large databases containing long sequences. This 

motivate us to pursue further on how to achieve even higher performance. 
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Abstract: The paper presents some main aspects regarding multi-parametric quadratic 

programming (mp-QP) problems. Model Predictive Control (MPC) is considered as a 

particular mp-QP problem, and this powerful tool is applied for control and simulation 

through a case study. Since the solutions to mp-QP problems can be expressed as piecewise 

affine linear functions of the state, a new implementation in terms of adaptive network-

based fuzzy inference systems is proposed. The presentation is focused on the double 

integrator plant as a frequently appearing case study (electrohydraulic servo-system). 

Keywords: Multi-parametric quadratic programming, model predictive control, adaptive 

network-based fuzzy inference systems, Multi-Parametric Toolbox 

1 Introduction 

By multi-parametric programming, a linear or quadratic optimization problem is 

solved off-line. The multi-parametric approaches are based on off-line 

computation of the feedback law, having their advantages and disadvantages [15]. 

The resulting explicit controller generates regions for the control law, their 

number increases with the complexity of the problem, being able to become easily 

prohibitive. This is mainly due to the exponential number of transitions between 

regions, which can occur when a controller is developed in a dynamic 

programming fashion. 
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The main method to solve multi-parametric linear programming problems was 

proposed in [1] and described in [2]. The method is based on constructing the 

critical regions iteratively, by examining the graph of bases associated to the linear 

programming tableau of the original problem. Other methods are presented in [3, 

4, 5]. 

The most cited method to solve multi-parametric quadratic programming (mp-QP) 

problems was formulated in [6]. The method constructs a critical region in a 

vicinity of a given parameter using Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions for 

optimality, and then it explores recursively the parameter space outside such 

regions. A very efficient implementation until now is given in [2], and other 

methods to solve mp-QP problems are presented in [7, 8, 9]. 

Model predictive control (MPC) represents the accepted standard for complex 

constrained control problems in industrial applications [10]. During each sampling 

interval, starting at the current state, an open-loop optimal control problem is 

solved over a finite horizon, leading to a moving horizon strategy. The drawback 

of MPC is the relatively high on-line computational effort, which limits its 

applicability to control relatively slow plants. 

This paper addresses the process of moving the necessary calculations for the 

implementation of MPC off-line in the conditions of considering it a special case 

of mp-QP problem [6]. In case of MPC algorithms solved in terms of mp-QP 

problems with piecewise affine linear solutions as functions of the state, the 

implementation problem is relatively complex [10]. 

One of the aims of the paper is to propose a new implementation of mp-QP 

solutions in terms of adaptive network-based fuzzy inference systems [13, 14]. 

This paper is organized as follows. The next Section presents the main aspects 

concerning the problem setting in mp-QP and an algorithm to solve mp-QP 

problems accompanied by comments. In Section 3 the MPC as particular case of 

mp-QP is analyzed. Then Section 4 is dedicated to the implementation of the 

piecewise affine linear solutions as functions of the state in case of mp-QP in 

terms of a neuro-fuzzy approach using adaptive network-based fuzzy inference 

systems. Section 5 deals with the applications of the mp-QP problems in case 

studies concentrated on the well accepted double integrator plant in several 

settings, and the last Section highlights the conclusions. 
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2 Problem Setting in Multi-parametric Quadratic 

Programming 

The definition of an mp-QP problem is given in terms of [2, 6]: 

xSWzG    Hz'z
2

1
)x,z(Jmin)x(Ĵ to subject

z

+≤== , (1) 

where sRz∈  are the optimization (manipulated) variables, nRx∈  is the 

parameter vector, ssRH ×∈ , 0>H , mRW ∈ , nmRS ×∈ . Other non-

homogenous problems with the general objective function (2): 

FzxHzzxzJ ''),( += , (2) 

can always be transformed in the problem (1) using the variable substitution (3): 

xFHzz ' ~ 1−+= . (3) 

To solve the mp-QP problem (1) it is necessary to calculate the polyhedral 

partition of the parameter space. With this respect, the following three definitions 

are useful [15]. 

Definition 1: A convex set nR⊆Q  given as an intersection of a finite number of 

closed half-spaces: 

{ }cxn
QxQRx ≤∈= |Q , (4) 

is called polyhedron. 

Definition 2: A bounded polyhedron nR⊆P : 

{ }cxn
PxPRx ≤∈= |P ,  (5) 

is called polytope. 

It is obvious from these two definitions that every polytope represents a convex, 

compact (i.e., bounded and closed) set. 

Definition 3: The linear inequality bxa ≤'  is called valid for a polyhedron P if 

bxa ≤'  holds for all P∈x . A subset of a polyhedron is called a face of P if it is 

represented as: 

{ }bxaRx n =∈∩= '|PF , (6) 

for some valid inequality bxa ≤' . The faces of polyhedron P of dimension 0, 1, 

(n – 2) and (n – 1) are called vertices, edges, ridges and facets, respectively. 

Connecting to the mp-QP problem (1), given a close polyhedral set nR⊂K  of 

parameters: 
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{ }zTxRx n ≤∈= |K , (7) 

it is denoted by KK̂ ⊂  the region of parameters K∈x  such that the mp-QP 

problem (1) is feasible and the optimum )(ˆ xJ  is finite. 

The fundamental aspect of multi-parametric approaches to optimization is that for 

any given K∈x , )(ˆ xJ  denotes the minimum value of the objective function in 

(1) for xx = , the function RJ →K̂:ˆ  called value function, expresses the 

dependence on x of the minimum value of the objective function over K̂ , and the 

single-valued function Rz →K̂:ˆ  describes for any fixed K̂∈x  the optimizer 

)(ˆ xz  corresponding to )(ˆ xJ . 

To solve the mp-QP problem (1), the algorithm consisting of the following steps 

can be used [2]: 

- Define the matrices H, G, W and S of the problem and set K in (7) according 

to the desired CS performance objectives. 

- Calculate the partition of K according to the steps 1 … 9: 

1: Let K0 ∈x  the centre of the largest ball contained in K for which a feasible z 

exists, and ε the solution to the linear programming problem (8) related to this 

centre: 

WSxGzniZTfxTf Tiii
xz

≤−=≤+=ε   ,,1  ,||||  subject to  max
,

, (8) 

where nT stands for the number of rows Ti of the matrix T. 

2: If ε ≤ 0, then the partition is calculated (no full dimensional critical region is in 

K).  Else, continue with step 3. 

3: Solve the mp-QP (1) for x = x0 to obtain )ˆ,ˆ( 00 λz . 

4: Determine the set of active constraints A0 when 0ẑz = , x = x0, and build GA0, 

WA0 and SA0. 

5: If r = rank GA0 < l (the number of rows of GA0), then take a subset of r linearly 

independent rows, and redefine GA0, WA0 and SA0 accordingly. 

6: Determine )(ˆ
0 xAλ  and )(ˆ 0 xzA  from (9): 

)(ˆ')(ˆ  ),()'()(ˆ
00

1
000

1
0

1
00 xGHxzxSWGHGx AAAAAAAA λ−=+−=λ −−− . (9) 

7: Characterize the critical region from (10) where the first inequality corresponds 

to the constraints in (1) and the second one to the Lagrange multipliers in (9) that 

must remain nonnegative as x is variable: 
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 (10) 

8: Define and partition the rest of the region according to [2]. 

9: Partition each new sub-region. 

This algorithm explores the set K of parameters recursively. The partition of the 

rest of the region into polyhedral sets can be represented as a search tree, with a 

maximum depth equal to the number of combinations of active constraints. 

Concerning the controller implementation, at each sampling interval a polyhedral 

partition is calculated, with as many different partitions as the length of the 

prediction horizon. If the Receding Horizon Technique (RHT) is used, then only 

one polyhedral partition is used out of those which were calculated. That is the 

reason why the generated controller has only one form. Concerning the algorithm 

presented before, the following three comments must be highlighted. 

Firstly, the very first partition is based on choosing x0 adequately. Since a choice 

is involved, there is no single solution to the algorithm. 

Secondly, the determination of the set of active constraints is critical, since the 

remaining regions are partitioned based on some combination of active 

constraints. Namely, each region represents a region in the parameter space where 

a number of combinations is active. There is an upper bound for the maximum 

number, m2 , where m is the cardinal of the set of all constraints. 

Thirdly, the selection of active constraints is not a simple task. All algorithms are 

based on an iterative procedure that builds up the parametric solution by 

generating new polyhedral regions of the parameter space at each step. The 

methods differ in the way they explore the parameter space, that is, in the way 

they identify active constraints corresponding to the critical regions neighbouring 

to a given critical region [2]. In [6] the unconstrained critical region is constructed 

and then the neighbouring critical regions are generated by enumerating all 

possible combinations of active constraints. 

Note that the expression of (9) and the fact that the algorithm is applied for several 

regions, the control signal will be a piecewise affine linear function of the state. 
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3 Model Predictive Control as Multi-parametric 

Quadratic Programming Problem 

MPC is employed to solve the constrained regulation problem [6] consisting of 

regulating towards the origin the plant represented by the discrete-time linear time 

invariant model (11): 

),( )(

),( )( )1(

txCty

tuBtxAtx

=
+=+

 (11) 

fulfilling the constraints (12): 

maxminmaxmin )(  ,)( utuuytyy ≤≤≤≤ , (12) 

at all time instants t ≥ 0, where x(t) ∈ Rn, u(t) ∈ Rm and y(t) ∈ Rp are the state, 

input and output vectors, respectively, the variables in (12) are vectors with 

appropriate dimensions and the pair (A, B) is stabilizable. 

Assuming that the state x(t) is fully available at the current time instant t, the MPC 

is defined in terms of (13): 
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The MPC problem (13) is solved at each time instant t, where tktx |+  is referred to 

as the predicted state vector at time t+k, obtained by applying the input sequence 

ut, …, ut+k−1 to the plant (11) starting from the state x(t) in the conditions of K 

being the state-feedback gain. It is assumed in (13) that 0' ≥= QQ , 0' >= RR , 

0≥P  and ),' ( ACCQ =  is detectable. The other parameters in (13) specific to 

MPC are Ny, Nu and Nc representing the output, input and constraint horizon, 

respectively, with Nu ≤ Ny and Nc ≤ Ny – 1. Substituting the state vector tktx |+ : 

∑
−

=
−−++ +=

1

0
1| x(t)

k

j

jkt
jk

tkt BuAAx , (14) 
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(13) can be re-expressed as the mp-QP problem (15): 

),(

subject to  )(' '
2

1
)()('

2

1
))(( min

tExWGU

UFtxUHUtYxtxtxV
U

+≤

++=
 (15) 

where the column vector U ∈ Rs, s = mNu, is the optimization vector, 0' >= HH , 

and the matrices H, F, Y, G, W and E are obtained from Q, R and (13) [6]. 

Connecting the approaches in Section 2 and Section 3, the control signal 

elaborated by the model predictive controller is also a piecewise affine linear 

function of the state. The following Section will be dedicated to a neuro-fuzzy 

implementation of the controllers as solutions to mp-QP problems. 

4 Neuro-fuzzy Implementation of Piecewise Affine 

Linear Functions of the State 

Examining the algorithm presented in Section 2, the control signal u as piecewise 

affine linear function is considered in the particular case of a second-order system, 

n = 2, where the general function can be expressed as: 

),( 21 xxfu = . (16) 

Considering three linguistic terms for each of the two input variables, defined in 

their initial forms in Fig. 1, the complete rule base of a Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy 

system [16] consisting of 9 rules, R1 … R9, can be expressed in terms of (17): 

][  THEN  ]  IS  [   ]  IS  [  IF:

][  THEN  ]  IS  [   ]  IS  [  IF:

][  THEN  ]  IS  [   ]  IS  [  IF:

][  THEN  ]  IS  [   ]  IS  [  IF:

][  THEN  ]  IS  [   ]  IS  [  IF:

][  THEN  ]  IS  [   ]  IS  [  IF:

][  THEN  ]  IS  [   ]  IS  [  IF:

][  THEN  ]  IS  [   ]  IS  [  IF:

][  THEN  ]  IS  [   ]  IS  [  IF:
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++=
++=

++=
++=
++=
++=
++=
++=
++=

. (17) 

The membership function shapes in Fig. 1 have been obtained supposing that the 

fuzzy system includes the scaling factors (which can be non-linear in case of 

implementing MPC), and they correspond to so-called dsigmoidal-type functions 

according to [14] with the expressions in (18) as difference of two sigmoidal ones: 
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}.11,9,7,5,3,1{  },,{

)]},(exp{1/{1)]}(exp{1/{1)(

21

11

∈∈
−−+−−−+= ++

ixxx

cxacxax iiiiiμ  (18) 

In the conditions of using use the max and min operators in the inference engine 

and the weighted average method for defuzzification due to the special form of the 

consequence in each rule it is easy to observe that the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy 

system described here is well suited to model piecewise affine linear functions of 

the state appearing in case of mp-QP problems. 

 

Figure 1 

Initial membership functions of input linguistic terms 

The adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system, with the schematic diagram 

illustrated in Fig. 2, has 5 layers: 

- Layer I: The inputs x1 and x2 are passed through the input linguistic terms 

with the membership functions having the parameters presented in (18), 

- Layer II: The fuzzy rules in (17) are constructed according to the inference 

engine using the product (П) of the two antecedents, the output of each node 

representing the firing strength of a rule, 

- Layer III: The firing strengths are normalized dividing them to the sum of all 

rule firing strengths, 

- Layer IV: The normalized firing strength is multiplied by the output 

functions of the fuzzy inference system, 

- Layer V: The overall system output is calculated as the sum of all incoming 

signals. 
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Due to this structure similar to that of certain neural networks, the learning 

techniques specific to neural networks can be applied to minimize the quadratic 

objective function E: 

∑
=

−=
N

i
i

d
i uuE

1

2)( , (19) 

where: ui
d – desired control signal, piecewise affine linear function of the state, to 

be implemented by the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy system, ui – control signal elaborated 

by the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy system, N – number of input-output data pairs. 

 

Figure 2 

Schematic diagram of adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system 

Minimizing the objective function in (19) using the adaptive structure presented in 

Fig. 2 and appropriate learning techniques leads to the correction of the 

parameters of the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy systems in both the antecedents and the 

consequents. 
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5 Case Study 

A powerful calculation and simulation tool for multiparametric programming 

consists in the Multi-Parametric Toolbox (MPT). In the paper the MPT is used for 

modelling, control and simulation of a double integrator plant [17] in its 

continuous-time representation (for zero initial conditions) (20): 

)(
1

)(
2

su
s

sy = , (20) 

its equivalent discrete-time state-space representation obtained discretizing in 

terms of the forward rectangular method for a sampling period of 1 sec., is: 

[ ] ),(01)(
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⎡
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 (21) 

and the system constraints are: 

1515151511 21 ≤≤−≤≤−≤≤− ,xx ,  y ,  u . (22) 

The objective is to regulate the double integrator (21) towards the origin while 

minimizing the following quadratic performance index and input constraint [6]: 

 11  , )](01.0)()('[
0

2 ≤≤−+=∑
∞

=
ututytyJ

t

. (24) 

This problem can be solved by using the MPC algorithm in (13) with Nu = Ny = 2, 

R = 0.01, Q11 = 1, Q12 = Q21 = Q22 = 0, and the matrices K and P obtained solving 

a Riccati equation [6]. The CS behaviour for initial conditions of (21) is illustrated 

in Fig. 3. 

Applying the mp-QP algorithm presented in Section 2 leads in the first phase to 25 

controller regions. Merging the controller regions, in this case it was achieved 

from 25 regions to 21 regions, for the last sampling interval. These regions can be 

plotted as in Figure 4. 

Applying the mp-QP algorithm the control signal will have the piecewise affine 

linear form (23) that can be well modelled using the neuro-fuzzy approach 

presented in the previous Section. 
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Figure 3 

Control system behaviour 

 

Figure 4 

Controller regions 
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The control law can also be plotted, as presented in Fig. 5. 

 
Figure 5 

Control signal over the regions 
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Closed loop trajectories in the state-space can be plotted as well, for all initial 

conditions that are feasible. For this problem setting (regulation towards origin) 

for several initial conditions these trajectories are depicted in Fig. 6. 

 

Figure 6 

Closed loop trajectories for different initial conditions 

Transforming the MPC problem (13) into a mp-QP one (15), the solution to the 

MPC algorithm can be calculated as piecewise affine linear functions of the state. 

Conclusions 

The paper presents aspects concerning the mp-QP problems with solutions 

implemented in state-feedback form as piecewise affine linear functions of the 

state. These solutions are subject to very convenient implementations as Takagi-

Sugeno fuzzy systems using neuro-fuzzy techniques. An example of a double 

integrator plant is presented, applying the so-called MPT toolbox. 

Future research will deal with the computer-aided solution of mp-QP and MPC 

problems. On the other hand, applications to discrete-event systems in 

manufacturing and robot control will be tackled [18, 19, 20]. 
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Abstract: The paper deals with the measurement, identification and compensation of low 

velocity friction in positioning systems. The introduced algorithms are based on a 

linearized friction model, which can easily be introduced in tracking control algorithms. 

The developed friction measurement and compensation methods can be implemented in 

simple industrial controller architectures, such as microcontrollers. Experimental 

measurements are provided to show the performances of the proposed control algorithm. 

Keywords: tracking control, friction modelling and identification, friction compensation 

1 Introduction 

Many industrial applications require precise positioning of a mechanical system, 

namely moving an object in a given position in space with a given orientation. 

Some common applications are material manipulation with industrial robots or 

cranes, positioning in Hard Disk Drives or optical drives. Other applications 

                                                           
1
  The research results from this paper originally were presented in the [10] and [11] 

conference papers. 
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require a controlled motion in space along a predefined path, for example welding, 

spray painting with robots (trajectory tracking). 

These tasks are commonly solved with feedback control. The aim of the control 

algorithm is to calculate the command signal for electric motors or other type of 

actuators which drive the mechanical system in order to obtain zero or acceptably 

small difference between the real and desired position. 

Nowadays many types of high resolution position sensors and precise, fast 

actuators are available at relatively low cost. With these devices very high 

precision position control tasks became achievable for industrial applications. 

However in many practical applications it was observed that the high precision 

position tracking control performances are severely influenced by friction in a 

negative sense. This is why the search for new friction modelling and 

identification techniques became a popular research trend. 

Friction is a nonlinear phenomenon which is universally present in the motion of 

bodies in contact. In servo controlled machines friction has an impact in all 

regimes of operation. In high precision positioning systems it is inevitable to know 

the value of the friction force to assure good control characteristics and to avoid 

some undesired effects such as limit cycle and steady state error, tracking lags. 

The nonlinear and dynamic behavior of friction is accentuated near zero 

velocities. Many practical applications require precise motion control in low 

velocity regime. As examples can be mentioned the space telescopes that should 

track the motion of a star [1] and positioning applications, when the start point and 

the end point are near to each other. 

Accordingly, in high precision position control systems the friction force should 

be taken into consideration at the formulation of the control law. To describe the 

friction phenomena, in [2] nonlinear models were proposed that can explain the 

nonlinear behavior of friction at low velocities. Form theoretical point of view an 

important result was formulated in [3], in which it was shown that the dynamics of 

a single input mechanical system with Coulomb friction has a well defined, 

absolutely continuous solution (Carathedory solution). To measure the frictional 

parameters, friction identification and measurement methods were also discussed 

in many studies. In [4] a time domain identification method is proposed for static 

friction models which are not necessarily linear in parameters. The method needs 

no information of acceleration and mass, the only assumption is that the initial and 

final velocity during the identification must be identical. Neural network based 

identification methods are also popular to capture the frictional behavior. In [5] 

Support Vector Machines were proposed for friction modelling and identification. 

The advantage of this approach is that it can identify nonlinearities from sparse 

training data. Genetic algorithm based identification for the Striebeck friction 

parameters was described in [8]. Frequency domain identification methods were 

also proposed to identify friction. The study [9] presents a frequency domain 

identification method for simultaneous identification of velocity and position 
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dependent friction. The compensation of the frictional effects in positioning 

systems is also discussed in many papers. In the paper [6] a nonlinear observer is 

developed to compensate the Coulomb friction. In the works of Laura et al. the 

extended Kalman filter technique is proposed for friction estimation [7]. 

In this paper a model based compensation method is presented. The rest of the 

paper is organised as follows: Section 2 is divided in three subsections. The first 

subsection presents the friction model, which is used in the control algorithm. 

Afterward, the second subsection presents a parameter identification for the 

introduced model. The third subsection in Section 2 presents the proposed 

tracking control algorithm. In Section 3 experimental measurements are given. 

The final Section sums up the conclusions of this study. 

2 Friction Modelling, Identification and 

Compensation 

2.1 Friction Modelling near Striebeck Velocities 

Many models were developed to explain the friction phenomenon. These models 

are based on experimental results rather than analytical deductions and generally 

describe the friction force (Ff) in function of velocity (v). 

The classical static + kinetic + viscous friction model is the most commonly used 

in engineering. This model has three components: the constant Coulomb friction 

term ( )(vsignFC ), which depends only on the sign of velocity, the viscous 

component ( vFV ), which is proportional with the velocity and the static term 

( SF ), which represents the force necessary to initiate motion from rest and in most 

of the cases its value is grater than the Coulomb friction: (see Figure 1.) 

 

Figure 1 

Static+kinetic+ viscous and Striebeck friction 
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The servo-controlled machines are generally lubricated with oil or grace 

(hydrodynamic lubrication). Tribological experiments showed that in the case of 

lubricated contacts the simple static +kinetic + viscous model cannot explain some 

phenomena in low velocity regime, such as the Striebeck effect. This friction 

phenomenon arises from the use of fluid lubrication and gives rise to decreasing 

friction with increasing velocities. 

 

Figure 2 

Striebeck Friction Regimes 

To describe this low velocity friction phenomenon, four regimes of lubrications 

can be distinguished (see Figure 2). Static Friction: (I.) the junctions deform 

elastically and there is no excursion until the control force does not reach the level 

of static friction force. Boundary Lubrication: (II.) this is also solid to solid 

contact, the lubrication film is not yet built. The velocity is not adequate to build a 

solid film between the surfaces. A sliding of friction force occurs in this domain of 

low velocities. The friction force decreases with increasing velocity but generally 

is assumed that friction in boundary lubrication is higher than for fluid lubrication 

(regimes three and four). Partial Fluid Lubrication: (III.) the lubricant is drawn 

into the contact area through motion, either by sliding or rolling. The greater the 

viscosity or motion velocity, the thicker the fluid film will be. Until the fluid film 

is not thicker than the height of aspirates in the contact regime, some solid-to-solid 

contacts will also influence the motion. Full Fluid Lubrication: (IV.) When the 

lubricant film is sufficiently thick, separation is complete and the load is fully 

supported by fluids. The viscous term dominates the friction phenomenon, the 

solid-to-solid contact is eliminated and the friction is 'well behaved'. The value of 

the friction force can be considered as proportional with the velocity. 
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From these domains results a highly nonlinear behavior of the friction force. Near 

zero velocities the friction force decreases in function of velocity and at higher 

velocities the viscous term will be dominant and the friction force increases with 

velocity. Moreover it also depends on the sign of velocity with an abrupt change 

when the velocity pass through zero. 

For the moment no predictive model of the Striebeck effect is available. Several 

empirical models were introduced to explain the Striebeck phenomena, such as the 

Tustin model [2]: 

vFvsigneFFFF V
vv

CSCf
S +−+= −

)())((
/||

 (2) 

The model introduced in this paper is based on Tutin friction model and on its 

development, the following aspects were taken into consideration: 

- allows different parameter sets for positive and negative velocity regime 

- easily identifiable parameters 

- the model clearly separates the high and low velocity regimes 

- can easily be implemented and introduced in real time control algorithms 

For the simplicity, only the positive velocity domain is considered, but same study 

can be made for the negative velocities. Assume that the mechanical system 

moves in 0 … vmax velocity domain. 

Consider a linear approximation for the exponential curve represented by two 

lines: d1+ which cross through the (0,Ff(0)) point and it is tangent to curve and d2+ 

which passes through the (vmax, Ff(vmax) point and tangential to curve. (see Figure 

3.) These two lines meet each other at the vsw velocity. In the domain 0 … vsw the 

d1+ can be used for the linearization of the curve and d2+ is used in the domain vsw 

… vmax. The maximum approximation error occurs at the velocity vsw for both 

linearizations. 

If the positive part of the friction model (2) is considered (v>0), the obtained 

equations for the d1+ and d2+, using Taylor expansion, are: 
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Figure 3 

Linearization of Striebeck friction 

Thus the linearization of the exponential friction model with bounded error can be 

described by two lines in the 0 … vmax velocity domain: 
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Same study can be made for negative velocities. Based on linearization, the 

friction can be modelled as follows: 
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It can be seen that the model is linearly parameterized and it can be implemented 

with low computational cost. 
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2.2 Friction Measurement and Parameter Identification 

2.2.1 Friction Measurement 

For the friction force measurements it is assumed that the load is driven by a servo 

motor and the torque developed by the motor is proportional with the command 

signal. The friction force can appear inside the motor, in the gearbox between the 

load and the motor and at the load side. The friction to identify is the sum of all 

these friction forces. As it was presented in the previous subsection, the 

relationship between the friction behavior Ff and the velocity v is a mapping Ff = 

Ff (v). The identification task in this is to obtain the parameters of the model (8) 

from a finite number (N) available measurements (vi, Ffmi), i=1..N, where Ffmi = Ffi 

+ di.  The term di is the measurement error on the i'th measurement data. 

The method is presented for positive velocity regime. 

The dynamics of the positioning system reads as: 

)(vFuvm

vx

f−=
=
&

&
 (9) 

with m mass of the load and u is the control input force, x denotes the position. 

It can be seen that if the velocity is kept constant, the friction force is proportional 

with control signal u, Ff (v) = u. Hence if the positioning system is stabilized to 

different angular velocities vi, the value of the friction force will be proportional 

with the command signal. 

The method needs high precision velocity control. It is known that the linear PI 

control algorithm assures only poor transient performances for velocity tracking 

but guarantees precise final tracking accuracy, if the reference velocity is kept 

constant. It suggests that for parameter identification it is enough to use standard 

PI algorithm for velocity control: ))(/1)(( dtvvTvvKu refirefP ∫ −+−= . The well 

tuned PI controller guarantees precise velocity control. 

The measurement algorithm can be summarized as follows: (see Figure 4.) 

- Stabilize the velocity to vrefi 

- Wait a time period T1 to get rid of transients. 

- After the transients, calculate the average of the speed (v) and the control signal 

(u) over a time period T2 to get rid of measurement noise. 

- Save the measurement data (vi, ui). 

- Repeat the sequence for the next velocity vrefi+1 
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Figure 4 

Velocity control for friction measurement 

Note that during the data collection the closed loop velocity control algorithm 

remains active. 

For precise velocity stabilization, precise velocity measurements are needed. 

Denote the encoder resolution with NE. This value is generally given in Pulses Per 

Turn (PPT). The velocity can be measured with the encoder by counting the 

encoder pulse over a period of time T (pulse counting method). The velocity 

measurement accuracy is: sec]/[/2 radTNv EC π=Δ . However at low velocities 

higher accuracy can be obtained using the pulse timing method: count the number 

of pulses of a high frequency external timer over a single encoder pulse. In this 

case the accuracy of this measurement method is sec]/[2/2 radfNvvT π=Δ  

where f is the frequency of the timer. For the better accuracy at low speed regime 

the pulse timing method and at the high speed regime the pulse counting method 

should be used. The optimal switching between the methods is at the speed 

sec]/[ //2 radTfNv ETC π= , where CT vv Δ=Δ . By combining these two 

methods the velocity can be measured using standard industrial encoders (NE ≤ 

5000 PPT) with high accuracy even at low speed regime. 

2.2.2 The Parameters of the Lines 

The first line (d1+), given by (5), characterizes the friction phenomena at low 

velocities, where the friction force has a downward behavior in function of 

velocity. At high speeds the friction increases almost linearly with the velocity, 

the second line (d2+), given by (6), should be fitted on this part of the Striebeck 

curve. Hence, let us consider two subgroup of measurement data: the first N1 

measurements at the decreasing part of the curve, and the final N2 measurements 

where the friction force increases with velocity. 

The parameters of d1+ and d2+ can be determined as a solution of the following 

optimization problems: 
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Applying standard optimization techniques such as the the Least Squares (LS) 

method, the friction parameters can easily be calculated. 

2.3 Position Tracking Combined with Friction Compensation 

The tracking control problem for the system (9) can be formulated as follows: 

given a reference position trajectory xd=xd(t), a twice differentiable function of 

time, determine the command signal u which guarantees, that x(t)-xd(t) →0, as 

t→∞. 

In order to solve the tracking problem, define the following tracking error metric, 

which combines the time dependent position and velocity errors: 

( dvdx vvexxe −=−= , ): 

xv eeS λ+=  (11) 

where λ>1 is a constant parameter. 

Based on the plant model (9), the tracking error dynamics reads as: 

vdf exmvFuS λ+−−= &&& /))((  (12) 

Consider the control law as: 

0   ),(ˆ)( >+++−−= SKvfFSSKvedxmu λ&&  (13) 

Note that if we have 0)()(ˆ ≈− vFvF ff  yields 0=+ SKS S
& , the combined 

position and velocity error converges to zero. 

Hence the tracking problem can be solved, if the control algorithm contains a 

precise friction compensator term, which can ‘cancel’ the effect of frictional force 

on the system dynamics. )(ˆ vF f  can be modelled according to the relation (8) 

where the model parameters can be obtained as it was described in subsection 2.2. 
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3 Experiemental Results 

3.1 Experimental Setup 

The experimental setup consists of a permanent magnet 24V DC servo motor with 

38.2 [mNm/A] torque constant. The motor drives a metal disc with known inertia 

(J = 0.015 kgm2) through a 1:66 gear reduction (N=66). Friction is introduced via 

a metal surface, which is held against the disc (see Figure 5). The contact between 

the disc and the metal surface is lubricated with grease. The reaction torque 

generated by the friction component related to the motor side also can be written 

as a sum of three terms Ff = FfR + FfG + FfL/N, where FfR denotes the friction 

component inside the motor, FfG denotes the friction component inside the 

gearhead, FfL is the friction component at the load side. 

Metal surface

Metal disc

Gear-head

Motor

Encoder

 

Figure 5 

The experimental setup and the control circuit 

The friction measurement and control algorithm are implemented on a PIC18 type 

microcontroller with 40 MHz clock frequency. The used C compiler for the 

implementation of the control algorithms allows floating point representation. The 

microcontroller is connected to an IBM-PC computer through RS232 serial port. 

The PC is used only for data monitoring and off-line data processing. 

The DC servo motor is driven by a H-bridge amplifier. The armature current is 

controlled by a high speed, analog current controller. The microcontroller is 

interfaced to the current servo amplifier through a 11 bit DAC. The command 

signal calculated by the control algorithm running on the controller represents the 

reference for the current controller. Hence the positioning system is controlled by 

a cascade control architecture. 
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The angular position and velocity of the mechanical system are measured using a 

5000 PPT two channel rotational encoder. The encoder is interfaced through a 

signal conditioner circuit to microcontroller which also determines the direction of 

rotation. The impulses of the encoder are counted using the embedded 16 bit 

timers of the controller. The pulse counting method uses the Timer 0 block of the 

controller which has external clock input. The counting period is set to 5 msec. 

The pulse timing method is implemented using the Capture block of the 

controller, which generates an interrupt when positive signal edge appears on its 

external input. The high frequency timer, necessary for the measurement in pulse 

timing mode is derived from the microcontroller clock frequency. The switching 

between the two methods are implemented in the velocity and position 

measurement software module. 

3.2 Measurement and Identification Results 

To obtain the low velocity friction characteristics, the friction force was measured 

in 0 ... 0.5 [rad/sec] velocity domain (at the load side). The speed resolution was 

chosen 5 [mrad/sec]. Accordingly, totally N=100 measurements data were 

collected. A PI type control algorithm stabilizes the motor speed for each 

reference speed with KP=15 proportional gain and Ti=0.24 [sec] integral time 

constant. The algorithm was implemented with 5 [msec] sampling period. When 

the reference speed value is changed, for T1=50 sampling period no data was 

collected in order to get rid of transients, and after that for T2=16 sampling period 

the average of the velocity values and control signal values were calculated to 

obtain one measurement point. 

The measurements clearly capture the increasing and decreasing part of the 

Striebeck curve. (See Figure 6.) On the first 15 measurements at low velocities a 

line was fitted using LS method, which optimized the cost function (10), to obtain 

the parameters a1+ and b1+. On the last 50 measurements another line was fitted to 

obtain the a2+ and b2+ parameters, which characterize the high velocity regime. 

The vsw+ parameter was determined from the relation (7). 

 

Figure 6 

Friction measurement results and the fitted lines 
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Note that the friction was determined at the load side and the velocity is the 

velocity of the load. It can be seen (Figure 6) that the obtained model fits well the 

measurement data. 

For the positive velocity regime, the following parameter values obtained during 

the identification are: a1+ = 11.6 [mNm], b1+ = -61.2 [mNmsec/rad]. a2+ = 5.7 [mNm], 

b2+ = 4 [mNmsec/rad], vsw+ = 0.085 [rad/sec] 

3.3 Compensation Results 

In order to test the proposed friction compensation method, the control law (13) 

was implemented on the microcontroller, with the following parameters: KS=1, 

λ=10. Because the motion is rotational, the mass m is replaced by the inertia of 

system (J). The desired track contains has acceleration, constant speed, and 

deceleration regimes in both positive and negative velocity regimes. 

Two experiments were carried out. In the first experiment, the friction 

compensator term ( )(ˆ vF f ) was neglected from the control law. In the second 

experiment, the friction compensator term was introduced in the control law 

according to the model (8). The experimental results are presented in Figures 7 

and 8. For the numerical evaluation, the following error sum is considered. 

∑
=

=
N

i

iS S
N

E

1

1
, where N represents the number of measurements (N=1000). 

Without friction compensation, we obtained ES=0.3558. With friction 

compensation we obtained ES=0.0656. Accordingly, the proposed friction 

compensation method clearly outperforms the classical linear control algorithms, 

in which the friction is not taken into consideration. 

Conclusions 

A friction identification and comepensation method was proposed for mechatronic 

systems, which operates at low velocity regimes near Striebeck velocities. The 

introduced control algorithm is developed for position tracking tasks and it is 

based on a linearized friction model, which can easily be implemented on simple 

industrial controller and its parameters can be identified with standard LS 

techniques. Experimental measurements shows the proposed tracking control 

algorithm, modified with a friction compensator term guarantees more precise 

trajectory tracking than classical control algorithms. 
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Figure 7 

Tracking without friction compensation 

 

Figure 8 

Tracking with friction compensation 
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Abstract: Present work is a part of the ACC autonomous car project. This paper will focus 

on the control program architecture. To design this architecture we will start from the 

human driver behavior model. Using this model we have constructed a three level control 

program. Preliminary results are presented. 

Keywords: Control Program, Behavior model, Autonomous car, Mobile robot 

1 Introduction 

One of the main projects of Applied Sciences University Heilbronn, Germany is 

named ‘The Automotive Competence Centre (ACC)’. The aim of this project is to 

improve knowledge in the field of the car locomotion control engineering. More 

precisely, we intend to develop control algorithms which can be used to control an 

entire autonomous car. To achieve our purpose, we have transformed a car into a 

mobile robot [16], [17]. Knowing several results from this area ([9]...[14]), this 

development is made on the background of our institution’s (University of 

Applied Sciences Heilbronn) main aim: the education of the future engineer. 

Based on these remarks, we briefly sum up our conclusions concerning the 

developments of autonomous cars: 

- Robust and intelligent algorithms have been developed to control an 

autonomous car. These algorithms involve a high level of mathematical 

resource, which must be implemented in real time applications; 

- There are many projects made by powerful car companies. The results of these 

projects are: ‘it can be done but it is too expensive’, moreover, much 

knowledge of these projects can be used in the development of new systems; 

After these conclusions, it is important to mention what kinds of benefit can be 

expected from our project. We can sum these up as follows: 
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- Information which will be used in the education of the future engineers by the 

University Heilbronn, 

- Information about the design of a low price driving robot, 

- Information about the implementations of high level control algorithms in real 

time applications, 

- Development, design and testing of simple manoeuvres in real car driving like 

parking, etc. 

In [16] we have presented the mechanical and electronically construction of the 

ACC mobile robot (see Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 

The driving robot 

The structure of the robot is presented in Figure 2 where the actuators (rectangles) 

and the sensors (circles) of the driving robot are plotted. More precisely: 1 is the 

actuator or the sensor for braking subsystem; 2 is the actuator or the sensor for 

steering subsystem; 3 is the actuator or the sensor for the gear level; 4 is the 

actuator respectively the sensor for ignition key; 5 is the actuator or the sensor for 

the gas; 6 is the ultrasonic sensor; 7 is the GPS.  The robot ECU is the Electronic 

Control Unit which control the robot via CAN bus. In fact we replace the human 

driver by a mechatronic structure which is able to recognize the environment (with 

the extra sensors: ultrasonic sensor, GPS, etc.) and to drive the car (with the 

mentioned actuators, sensors and with the car ECU’s). 
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Figure 2 

The robot structure 

The next level in our project was to imagine and implement the soft which will 

control the robot under changeable driving circumstances. Present work focuses 

on the control program architecture design. The idea is to imagine architecture 

based on human driver decisions model. 

2 The Driver’s Behaviour Model 

Some discussions about other ideas are necessary. From the references ([1]...[8]) 

we know that the ‘Driver’s Behaviour’ model is used in the simulation field [3], 

[4] and also in autonomous or mixed manual and autonomous field [2]. The first 

researches on the subject started in 1950 [3] and began with the ‘Skill-based 

driving model’, continued with the ‘Motivational model’ which considers the 

drivers emotional state (from this class we can enumerate the ‘Risk 

compensation’; ‘Risk avoidance’ and ‘Risk threshold models’) and in the last 

years is developed in a ‘Hierarchical control structure’ (by Milchon). The 

‘Hierarchical control structure’ divides driving into three levels of control: a 

strategic level which establishes the goal of the driving; a tactical level which 

finds the solution to accomplish the goal; an operational level that implements this 

solution on the low level control of the vehicle. Behind this ‘Hierarchical control 

structure’ many scientific papers consider and develop problems like: 

‘Longitudinal behaviours models’ [2]; ‘Lateral behaviours model’ [5], [1]; ‘Brake 

behaviour’ [2] etc. The solutions of these problems are varied: ‘Linear optimal 

Control’, ‘Heuristic human driver models’, ‘Adaptive control strategy’, ‘Neuronal 

Network and fuzzy logic’, ‘Mental models’, etc. 

Because we intended to make a heuristic approach, we were interested to find 

control programs architectures which model the human behaviour. Such 

architecture is presented in [3] and [4]. Some conclusions about these briefly 

overviews are the following: 

Robot ECU
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 In the scientific literature referring to ‘Driver Behaviour Model’ we have 

found several results which can be adapted and used in the ACC robot control; 

 Recent works accept the Milchon three levels architecture; 

 Many papers are focusing in developing the tactical level where the program 

must find the solutions in condition of changeable driving circumstance. 

Model design is a possible solution of this problem. In this case the model is the 

‘human driver behaviour’. Our idea starts from this point: we consider that is more 

suitable to model, and implement the ‘human driver decisions act’ than the 

‘human driver actions’. 

To obtain the model of human driver behaviour a preliminary analyze must 

answer to the following questions: ‘how a common driver acts, or what is a 

driving behaviour?’; ‘can we obtain some fundamental true about this behaviour 

and use them in our construction?’ and more ‘can we identify tools to transpose 

this behaviour in soft?’ 

To answer to the first question we must give the definition of the ‘behaviour’ by 

underlining the semantic characteristics of ‘Driving behaviour’. First it is 

important to establish the category tree of this word: from [15] we have {act → 

activity → (behaviour, practice,...)}. According to this the behaviour is: ‘an action 

or a set of actions performed by a person under specified circumstances that 

reveal some skill, knowledge or attitude’. From the scientific literature which 

concern the driving behaviour ([1]...[8]) and from our experience the driving 

behaviour has a special character. To describe this character we focus on the word 

‘custom’ which is from the same category tree {act → activity → practice → 

custom,.} and which is defined like: ‘accepted or habitual practice’. In many 

situations these customs have a special nature: automatism: any reaction that 

occurs automatically without conscious thought or reflection. Now we can present 

what we understand by ‘Driving Behaviour’: an action or a set of actions 

performed by a person under driving circumstances, action which tend to be 

transformed in customs and even in automatisms; in fact the ‘Driving Behaviour’ 

is composed from a collection of behaviours (the driver’s behaviour when he 

makes the ignition, the driver’s behaviour when he stops the car, ...). 

From the same theoretical and practical research, we establish the following 

‘fundamental truth’ for the ‘Driving Behaviour’: 

1 A priori the driver establishes the current driving goal; 

2 A behaviour is a set of actions; 

3 These behaviours are linked together creating a system which allows to 

obtain solutions in the driving circumstance; 

4 The translation from one behaviour to other is triggered by brow casting 

an event; 
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5 This system is developed by learning - experience; 

6 Behaviours presume decisions with an incomplete set of information; 

7 In time, these set of actions tend to be transformed in customs and 

automatisms. 

These propositions are in accord with the well known three level architecture of 

Milchon: the strategically level where the driver establishes his goal, the tactical 

level where the driver finds the solution to accomplish the goal and the operational 

level where the driver implements these solutions. Using these propositions we 

can focus on the tactical level and model (approximate) the ‘Human Driving 

Behaviour’ by a collection of high linked programs (behaviours) which are stored 

in a memory. The decision to run a certain program is made by a manager 

program. This decision is based on the goal of driving and acknowledging about 

the environment (driving circumstance). Each program (behaviour) is a succession 

of instructions (action) which impose parameters and trigger actuators. For a better 

understanding of this concept we will compare it with the well know Lego toys 

concept where several buildings (goals) can be made (solve the driving 

circumstance) using a finite type of bricks (program - behaviour). Using this 

analogy we will underline that it is very important to provide the interconnections 

of the bricks, and have an appropriate collection of them. 

In what concerns the soft implementation, starting from these seven propositions, 

we can imagine the utility of state machine for handling the behaviours, fuzzy 

logic to enable the decisions based on incomplete information, or in describing the 

environment, and neuronal network to implement the learning processes. 

After we have answer to the analyze questions a graphical representation of all 

these results will make our concept more understandable (see Figure 3) 

Some explanations are necessary: 

- The strategically level, where the robot must compute his goal is replaced 

with an interface where the human operator imposes the goal; 

- The ‘Program Manager’ analyzes the goal in the driving circumstances 

which are obtained from the sensors; the result of this process is the 

status vector of the robot (the desired position, velocity, etc.) and the 

decision to run certain program from the ‘Behaviours’ subsystem; 

- The ‘Behaviours’ are composed by three parts: 

o The ‘Error Machine’ which compares the status vector with state 

vector (the positions, velocity, etc. obtained from the sensors); 

o The ‘Behaviours Programs’: is a collection of programs (bricks); 

each program is able to solve a special environment situation 

(ignition, emergency stop, zero position, errors....); 
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o The ‘Actuators Manager’ which manage the actuators of the 

robot; 

- The ‘Output Interface’ allows to the human operator to read the state 

vector and the errors of the robot and also memorizes the robot state 

history; 

- The ‘Actuators Communications’ outputs data to the microcontrollers of 

each actuator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 

The program architecture 

To build the ‘Behaviours’ subsystem it is important to imagine the structure of the 

programs (bricks). Understanding that this subsystem can, and will, be enriched in 

Figure 4 we propose three different structures, named: ‘basic behaviours’, ‘error 

behaviour’ and ‘simple behaviour’. The main differences between these bricks are 

the connection type (P previous, N next, E error, QI quick in, QO quick out) and 

also the direction of information flow. 

Program Manager: 

analyze the goal versus 

environment, compute the status 

vector and take decisions  

Behaviors: 

BehaviorsPrograms: collection 

of programs 

Error Machine: compare the 

status and state vector

Actuator Manager: read and 

compute the state of each 

actuator 

Sensors: read the state of 

the robot

Actuator 
Communications: 

trigger the actuators 

Input Interface: 

 input the robot goal

Output Interface: 

Output the errors and the state 

of the robot; memorize a 

certain collection of data

Strategically Level 

Tactical Level 

Operational  Level 

Filter 

Filter 
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Figure 4 

The behaviors structure (bricks) 

In the ‘Behaviours’ subsystem an ‘Error Machine’ program is running. The aim of 

this program is to compare de ‘status vector’ (the desired variable of the robot: car 

speed, steering angle etc.) with the ‘state vector’ (the real variable read from the 

sensors: car speed, steering angle etc.). The decisions, about which brick must be 

connected, are made by the ‘Program Manager’. This program compares the goal 

of the robot with the driving circumstance; establishes the status vector and 

enables the brick which must run. After these decisions the program continues to 

compare the robot goal with driving circumstance. If the result is acceptable, 

nothing is changed (the same brick is run), in contrary, a ‘Crisis’ or a ‘Failure’ 

event is broadcast. ‘Crisis’ means that a new behaviour is needed, so the status 

vector as well as the brick is changed. ‘Failure’ means that we don’t have 

solutions (behaviours) to solve the problem and we must stop safely the robot. We 

present these processes using the diagram from Figure 5. 

Conclusions about the program architecture are necessary: 

 The structure of the program is a Milchon type structure; 

 In this case the goal of the robot is imposed by the human operator via the 

‘Input interface’; 

 The tactical level finds solution, linking several programs (bricks). A brick is a 

succession of action; an action sets up parameters and trigger actuators; 

 The human behaviour approximation consist in modelling the human decision 

process and not the human acting process; 

 There are two control loops: 

o A high level control solved by the ‘Manager Program’: goal 

versus robot performance; 

Action 1 

E

Action N 

Basic behavior Error behavior

Action 1 

E

Action N 

Action 1 
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o Operational level control, low level control solved by each 

actuator microcontroller, desired value versus current value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 

The Program Manager structure 

3 Preliminary Results 

This paper presents only partial results on our control program construction. The 

control program is made in Matlab and use the xPC toolbox. In order to interact 

via CAN with the already made mechanical and electronically parts we have 

started by creating the communication tools (see Figure 6). Using these tools we 

have created the operational level. 
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Figure 6 

The ACC Robot communication library 

In order to implement the ‘Behaviours’ structure in MATLAB we choose the 

‘Stateflow’ toolbox. Some result is presented in Figure 7 where the three 

subsystems ‘Error Machine’, ‘Behaviours’ and ‘Actuators Manager’ are captured. 

The ‘Error Machine’ checks element by element the relation between the state and 

status vector. In the ‘Behaviours Programs’ are (in this stage of development) for 

bricks: 

 ‘Basic Behaviours’: Initialization of actuators (the aim of this program is 

to enable the MAXXON actuators); Start (start the ignition of the car, and 

to change the gear level position from P to D); ZeroGo (put in zero 

position all the actuators: release the gas pedal; brake the car; turn the 

steer in position zero, change the gear level into position P; turn off the 

ignition key); 

 ‘Error Behaviours’: ZeroE (put in the zero position all the actuators when 

an error event is brow cast). 

These bricks build up a linked structure. In actual state of development the bricks 

are connected in a statically structure, the only possibility that the information 

flow change is an error event. Because the connections between the brick are 

already created, the aim of the future ‘Program Manager’ will be to enable the 

appropriate connection between the bricks. 
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The ‘Actuators Manager’ it is a parallel structure which permit the parallel use of 

all the actuators. 
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Figure 7 

The actual state of construction of the ‘Behaviours’ 

The control program is plotted in Figure 8. In this picture it can be seen the 

connection between the state machine (‘Behaviours’) and the subsystems from the 

operational level named ‘Sensor Communication’ and ‘Actuators 

Communication’. 
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Figure 8 

 The control program made from Stateflow and Simulink objects 

Conclusions 

The aim of the paper was to present the control program architecture that we have 

imagined for the ACC mobile robot. After we have designed and realized the 

mechanical and electrically subsystem of the robot the next challenge was to 

implement the control program. Because the control task is complex, we intend to 

solve it approximating the human driver behaviour. More precisely we don’t 

intend to model how the driver is steering, pushing the gas pedal etc. Our intention 

is to model the driver decisions process: the human (robot) decides to brake; the 

human (robot) driver decides to steer etc. 

In actual state of work only a part of this construction is made: de operational 

level and the structure of the ‘Behaviours’ (a part of the tactical level). In this 

system we implemented several behaviours (bricks): start the car, enable the 

motor, put the car in zero position, etc. Future developments are focus in the 

tactical level: creating new bricks, creating the program manager, the filters etc. 
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Abstract: This paper analyses a large database with hepatitis C virus infected patients. 

There are made a lot of statistical analyses on the records of this database in order to 

determine the evolution of biological parameters during the treatment. That’s for what it 

was also implemented a system which offeres predictions about the same parameters, using 

artificial neural networks. The results of the statistical analyses and the predictions of the 

system indicate to the same conclusions. It encourages the use of such a system to facilitate 

the physicians’ work. 

Keywords: hepatitis C virus infection, statistical analysis, artificial neural networks 

1 Introduction 

Hepatitis C is a serious and frequent disease and its evolution has to be carefuly 

overseen during the treatment. Even the efficency of the hepatitis C treatment 

inproves continously, the burden of this infection will remain a major issue for the 

next several decades. 

The patients fro this study have been kept under observation for 12 months to 

establish the treatment’s influence on the evolution of the biological indicators. 

Three different treatment schemes have been instituted: 

- Simple Interferon (IFN); 

- Peg interferon α-2a; 

- Peg interferon α-2b. 
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The biological parameters were determined every three months and their evolution 

in time was monitored, trying to establish the relations between the biological 

indicators values (TGP, TGO, GGT, ARN VHC) and time, on patient groups 

sampled on their answer to the treatment. There are six types of reactions to the 

treatment considered as answer-code: 0-responder, 1-no responder to IFN, 2-no 

responder to Peg IFN, 3-backslide in treatment with IFN, 4-backslide in treatment 

with Peg IFN, 5-recess any treatment. 

The correlations biological indicators – time – code of reaction have been 3D 

represented as functions of z=f(x,y) type. The obtained results are presented in 

Chapter 2. 

On the other hand, the article presents (in Chapter 3) an artificial neural network 

trained to predict the evolution of the biological indicators. By introducing the 

patients personal data, as well as the results of biological tests at the treatment 

start, the implemented system can indicate the evolution in time of the illness. The 

use of the neural network presents the same conclusions as the statistical analysis. 

2 Statistical Analysis 

The investigated population contained 193 patients registered at the Emergency 

Clinical Hospital in Timisoara, Gastroenterology Department between 2003 and 

2005 (120 women and 73 men aged between 14 and 67 years in old). 

The study of the 3D correlations was made for the main biological indicators. For 

data processing the TableCurve 3D software was used. It can make the 

nonparametric interpolation of some 3D data multitudes by using the 

homogeneous grid method. Different calculating algorithms have been used 

(Akima [1], [2], [3], Bicubic [2], B-Spline [4], Preusser [6, 7], Renka [8], [9], 

[10], [11] and Watson [12]) and it has been observed that the Watson algorithm 

gave the biggest values of the correlation coefficient R2. Therefore all the 3D 

representations and regressions established for the z=f(x,y) functions were 

represented by using this algorithm. 

Even the information in the database is incomplete (there are patients which didn’t 

follow the treatment for 12 months or were not periodically showed up for 

analyses) the indicated processing method can overpass it. Based on Watson 

algorithm the missing data have been calculated by extrapolation [12]. 

2.1 The TGP Biological Indicator Analysis 

The TGP=f(time, answer-code) indicator analysis, as a answer- to the IFN 

treatment (Figure 1a), shows, for answer-code 0 patients, an emphasized decrease 
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of the TGP indicator in the first three months of treatment from the initial value 

TGP_0=2.190 to the value TGP_3=1.109, followed by a milder decrease until the 

end of investigation where TGP_12=1. For the other answer-codes, the 

representation shows some differencies. For example, the maximum value of the 

TGP indicator TGP_0= 3.525 for answer-code 4 and a smaller value 

TGP_0=2.590 for answer-code 2. The represented surface allows the predicted 

evolution of all the answer-codes to be followed. The missing values can be 

obtained from the graphic representation. Therefore, for answer-code 5 for 

example, where there were values only for the initial phase and for the 3 month 

period, it can be observed that the representation gives calculated information 

even for the following months. For the 6 months phase the IFN treatment leads to 

a value TGP_6=1.5, then it rises to TGP_9=1.8 and decreases again in the next 

period of time. Such values are readable on the graphic for all answer- codes in all 

temporal phases of the study. 

   

a) patients treated with IFN b) patients treated with 

Peg INF α-2a 

c) patients treated with 

Peg IFN α-2b 

Figure 1 

The variation as function of time and answer code of the TGP indicator 

The analysis of the same indicator for Peg IFN α-2a treatment (Figure 1b) shows 

a practically continuous decrease of the indicator’s value from TGP_0=2.018 to 

TGP_12=1.093 for patients with answer-code 0. 

The representation verifies correctly enough the data for answer- code 4, where 

TGP_0=1.190 and once with 6th month of the study it should stabilize at the 

indicator’s value of 1. However, it can be observed from the representation that 

the technique of data extrapolation changes the TGP value in the period of 9-12 

month. Therefore, at the end it is not obtained TGP measured value 1, but an 

estimated value of 1.008, which represents an error of 0.8%. In conclusion, the 

verification of the existent data in the representation leads to the certitude that the 

estimated data are valid, having an acceptable error coefficient. 

The same observations are valid for the surface TGP=f(time, answer-code) for the 

treatment with Peg IFN α-2b (Figure 1c). It can be observed that patients with 

answer- code 2 do not react to this treatment and that the indicator’s value rises 

from TGP_0=2.184 to TGP_12=5.258. For patients with answer- codes 1 and 3, 

for whom there is no information in the database, the representation in Figure 1b 

allows a relatively correct prediction, its correlation coefficient being R2=0.75. 
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This way of approaching the problem makes the estimation of the TGP indicator’s 

values a 70% true. It is calculated through the summing up of the probabilities 

induced by the correlation coefficients values and the statistical belief used. 

2.2 The TGO Biological Indicator Analysis 

The TGO=f(time, answer code) indicator analysis has been done in the same 

manner. It is represented in Figure 2 (a, b and c), for the three types of treatments. 

   

a) patients treated with IFN b) patients treated with 

Peg INF α-2a 

c) patients treated with 

Peg IFN α-2b 

Figure 2 

The variation as function of time and answer code of the TGO indicator 

By comparing Figures 2b and 2c it can be observed that the Peg IFN α-2a 

treatment is more efficient than the Peg IFN α-2b treatment because the decrease 

of the indicator’s value is continuous for the former and it is predicted a lower 

final value than for the latter. The representations allow the TGO indicator’s value 

to be assessed for patients with answer-codes 3 and 5 which are not present in the 

database and which have been estimated through the Watson algorithm. These 

data are very important, especially for the answer-code 5 patients that have 

stopped the treatment because of collateral effects. 

2.3 The GGT Biological Indicator Analysis 

The GGT=f(time, answer-code) indicator was similarly analyzed. The obtained 

graphical representations are presented in Figure 3 (a, b and c) for the three types 

of treatment. 

It is proved that the Peg IFN α-2b treatment is the most efficient, as the GGT 

indicator’s value decreases from GGT_0=4.974 to GGT_12=1.314. The same 

treatment has a fluctuant influence on the code 2 patients. In the first 6 months the 

treatment leads to a decrease value of the indicator from GGT_0=2.843 to 

GGT_6=1.158, followed by a come back to GGT_12=3.472. 
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a) patients treated with IFN b) patients treated with 

Peg INF α-2a 

c) patients treated with 

Peg IFN α-2b 

Figure 3 

The variation as function of time and answer code of the GGT indicator 

The data in Figure 3b definitely show the inefficiency of the Peg IFN α-2a 

treatment over the value of the GGT indicator for answer-code 0 patients. The 

representation presents an estimation of the reaction of the answer-code 2 patients, 

for whom there was no data starting with the 6th month of the study. For the same 

patients, it is estimated the value GGT_12=5, the correlation coefficient of the 

representation being R2=0.74. Answer-code 2 patients are no-responders to the 

PegIFN treatment, therefore it is important to know what is the predicted value of 

the indicator on the areas in which the database is incomplete. 

2.4 The ARN VHC Biological Indicator Analysis 

The variation of the ARN VHC=f(time, answer-code) indicator is represented in 

Figure 4 (a, b and c) for the three types of treatment. Regarding the evolution of 

this indicator, all treatments are efficient. 

It is observed that the patients which have been no-responders to the IFN 

treatment (answer-code 1) have a positive evolution in the first three months of 

treatment, followed by a decrease in the next period, but at a lower value of the 

indicator than the initial. From now the missing data can be completed by 

predicting that an eventual continuation of the treatment could lead to a significant 

decrease of the ARN VHC value. As a result, the patient would become a 

responder. 

   

a) patients treated with IFN b) patients treated with 

Peg INF α-2a 

c) patients treated with 

Peg IFN α-2b 

Figure 4 

The variation as function of time and answer code of the ARN VHC indicator 
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In addition to this, the figure gives probable information of the indicator’s values 

for answer-code 3 patients, information that does not exist in the database. For 

these, with a probability of 65%, the initial value of the indicator could be ARN 

VHC_0≅ 750000. So, this information could be taken into consideration together 

with another indicators, in order to attach a code, as realistic as possible, to the 

patients considered in a future study. Figures 4b and 4c are useful for the 

prediction of the values of the ARN VHC indicator for patients with answer-codes 

4 and 5, for whom the database is also incomplete. 

3 Predictions using Artificial Neural Networks 

The same conclusions as before regarding the evolution of the biological 

indicators during the hepatitis C treatment have been obtained throw the 

implementation of a system based on artificial neural networks. This system will 

predict the values of the TGP, TGO, GGT and ARN VHC after 3, 6, 9, and 12 

months of treatment. 

Artificial neural networks are a branch of the artificial intelligence and they have 

been developed to reproduce human reasoning and intelligence. The initial idea 

was that, in order to reproduce intelligence, it would be necessary to build systems 

with architecture similar to the brain one. Therefore, artificial neural networks are 

built by the interconnection of certain primary elements, whose structure is similar 

to the biological neuron. Like the human brain, these artificial neural networks are 

able to recognize patterns, manage data and, most important, they have the ability 

of learning [5] (ability to adapt to the informational environment specific to the 

problem they are solving). 

The system presented here was developed using feed-forward neural network with 

back-propagation learning algorithm. Such a network receives a series of inputs 

and its outputs are the results of the problem. Between the two levels (input and 

output) there can be a number of hidden levels. The elements on each level 

(neurons) are interconnected throw links called synapses. These have a weight, 

which can be modified along the training of the network. 

In this case, the system has been designed as a network of neural networks. Each 

neural network has a layer of 10 hidden neurons, a single output unit and a 

variable number of inputs. For each of the four biological indicators that have 

been studied, there are four layers of neural networks. The networks on the first 

layer receive as inputs: patient’s age, sex, location (rural/urban), treatment 

scheme, Knodell score, hepatic fibrosis score and value of the parameter for which 

the prediction is made, at the initial moment (before the treatment start). These 

networks have as output the value of the biological parameter at 3 months. On the 

following layers the networks have the same structure as the first layer ones, but 
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they have in addition, as inputs, the outputs of the networks on the former layers; 

therefore, the networks on the last layer will have not 7 inputs (as the networks on 

the first layer) but 10 (the initial inputs and the values of biological indicators at 3, 

6, and 9 months). Figure 5 describes the architecture of this neural network. 

 

Figure 5 

The architecture of the artificial neural network 

The advantage of this architecture is that the input data are processed separate for 

each biological indicator. The disadvantage is that the errors are propagated 

through the system because the result of the networks from the first level (together 

with their errors) are used in the following levels. But this disadvantage can be 

minimised by lerning process. 

The application has been projected in the Matlab 7.0 environment, which has a 

toolbox totally dedicated to the neuronal calculus. The system offers for each 

evaluated biological indicator predictions regarding the next 12 months evolution, 

indicating its growing tendency, its stabilizing or decreasing tendency (Figure 6). 

The user has to choose a range regarding the age of the patient, the sex, the 

location where the patient lives (rural/urban), the treatment (IFN, Peg interferon 

α-2a or Peg interferon α-2b) and has to introduce the values of the Knodell score 

and of the fibrosis score. It is also necessary to introduce the values of the 

biological indicators before the treatment. 
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Looking at the predicted tendency of the biological indicators during the 

treatment, a physician can estimate if the patient will respond to a treatment or 

not. 

 

Figure 6 

The prediction of biological indicators evolution 

Conclusions 

The statistical analysis, as well as, the implemented system offers the possibility 

to predict the evolution of patients in time. The hepatitis C treatment is very 

expensive and severe side effects can appear very often. Therefore, it is important 

to identify those patients who most probably can react to the treatment, so that the 

others can be protected from a treatment with no benefits. That’s for what the use 

of such a system can support the physician decision concerning the treatment. 
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Abstract: The paper deals with both theoretical and application aspects concerning 

Iterative Feedback Tuning (IFT) algorithms in the design of a class of fuzzy control 

systems employing Mamdani-type PI-fuzzy controllers. The presentation is focused on two-

degree-of-freedom fuzzy control system structures resulting in one design method. The 

stability analysis approach based on Popov’s hyperstability theory solves the convergence 

problems associated to IFT algorithms. The suggested design method is validated by real-

time experimental results for a fuzzy controlled nonlinear DC drive-type laboratory 

equipment. 
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1 Introduction 

PI and PID controllers are widely used in more then 80% of industrial 
applications worldwide due to the good control system (CS) performance they 
offer [1]. Since the main tasks in control, the achievement of good CS 
performance in reference input tracking and the regulation in the presence of 
disturbance inputs, are difficult to be accomplished by means of PI and PID 
controllers in one-degree-of-freedom structures, an alternative is to develop two-
degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) controllers which have advantages over the one-
degree-of-freedom ones [2, 3]. However, the main drawback of 2-DOF control 
structures in the linear case is that although they ensure regulation, the reduction 
of the overshoot is paid by slower responses with respect to the modification of 
reference input. The presentation in the paper will be concentrated on the 2-DOF 
PI controller case. 

Another solution with to ensure good CS performance in the conditions of 
complex or even ill-conditioned plants is represented by fuzzy control. The 
development of fuzzy control systems (FCSs) is usually performed by heuristic 
means, incorporating human skills, with the drawback in the lack of general-
purpose design methods. A major problem, which follows from this way to 
design fuzzy controllers (FCs) is the analysis of several properties of the FCS 
including stability, controllability, parametric sensitivity and robustness [4, 5]. 

If low cost automation solutions are required then systematic design methods 
devoted to relatively simple FCs. One approach is to design firstly 2-DOF PI 
controllers for the plants characterized by simplified linearized models. Then, the 
transfer of results from the linear case to the fuzzy one resulting in 2-DOF PI-
fuzzy controllers (PI-FCs) is done in terms of the modal equivalence principle [6] 
accepting the well acknowledged equivalence in certain conditions between FCSs 
and linear / linearized CSs [7]. 

Iterative Feedback Tuning (IFT) [8, 9] is a gradient-based approach, based on 
input-output data recorded from the closed-loop system. The CS performance 
indices are specified through certain cost functions (c.f.s). Optimizing such 
functions usually requires iterative gradient-based minimization, implemented as 
IFT algorithms, observing that the c.f.s can be complicated functions of the plant 
and of the disturbances dynamics. The key feature of IFT is that the closed-loop 
experimental data are used to compute the estimated gradient of the c.f. Several 
experiments are performed iteratively and the updated controller parameters are 
obtained based on the closed-loop input-output data obtained during system 
operation. 

In this context, the aim of combining IFT algorithms with fuzzy control in terms 
of transferring the results from the linear case to the fuzzy one is to obtain new 
and attractive low cost fuzzy control solutions ensuring FCS performance 
enhancement. 
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One problem associated to any gradient-based optimization algorithm is related to 
its convergence. Solving this problem is done in a transparent way by the stability 
analysis. The paper presents a stability analysis approach based on Popov’s 
hyperstability theory. This approach results in sufficient stability conditions that 
guarantee the convergence of the IFT algorithms. 

The paper is organized as follows. An overview on the IFT algorithms used in 
tuning the linear 2-DOF PI controllers is presented in Section 2. Then, Section 3 
is focused on a new design method for a class of Mamdani-type two-degree-of-
freedom PI-fuzzy controllers (2-DOF PI-FCs). Section 4 deals with the stability 
analysis of the considered class of FCSs in order to guarantee the convergence of 
IFT algorithms. Section 5 is dedicated to the validation of the method by applying 
it in one case study regarding the speed control of a nonlinear DC drive-type 
laboratory equipment, and the last Section 6 to conclusions. 

2 Overview on Iterative Feedback Tuning 

Algorithms 

Two versions of equivalent control system structures can be used in case of 2-
DOF control structures to ensure either simultaneous tuning of controller 
parameters [10] or their separate tuning for each of the controller blocks [11]. The 
first version will be presented as follows, with the nomenclature according to Fig. 
1(a), where the two controller blocks are characterized by the transfer functions 
Cr(s) and Cy(s). The basic details in the 2-DOF control structure case are 
presented in [12]. 

 

Figure 1 

2-DOF control system structure used in IFT (a), and used feedforward filter (b) 

The IFT method consists of the steps A) … E) to be presented in the sequel in 
relation with the 2-DOF PI controller having the structure presented in Fig. 1(b), 
where: C(s) – transfer function of the main PI controller: 

ciCiCic kTksTkssTksC =+=+=   )],/(11[/)1()( , (1) 

with kC – controller gain and Ti – integral time constant, F(s) – transfer function 
of the feedforward filter: 
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)1/(1)( sTsF i+= , (2) 

r – reference input, y – controlled output, e = r1 – y – control error, u – control 
signal, r1 – output of block F(s) (filtered reference input), d1, d2, d3 – load 
disturbance input scenarios, with the general disturbance input d ∈ {d1, d2 , d3}, 
and the connections between the controller blocks in Fig. 1(a) and (b) are: 

)()(  ),()()( sCsCsFsCsC yr == . (3) 

In these conditions, the steps of the IFT approach are: 

A) A controller, of desired complexity, which stabilizes the system, has to be 
chosen. A discrete form of the controller is needed. The parameterization of the 
controller is such that the transfer functions Cr(s, ρ) and Cy(s, ρ) are differentiable 
with respect to its parameters, ρ being the parameter vector. 

For the sake of highlighting the controller tuning parameters, the parameter 
vector ρ has been added as additional input variable to the transfer function. This 
nomenclature will be used in the sequel in both continuous- and discrete-time not 
only for the transfer functions but also to the variables regarding the plant (the 
control signal u and the controlled output y). 

B) A reference model must be chosen, prescribing the desired CS behaviour 
observed in y. This model is typically chosen with first- or second-order 
dynamics and, for the sake of simplicity and better CS performance, it can be also 
chosen to be without dynamics, having the transfer function equal to the unity. 

C) The general expression of the c.f. J is proposed in (4) in the framework of this 
optimization problem: 
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where: N – length of each experiment, Ly, Lu – weighting filters, introduced to 
emphasize certain frequency regions, λ – weighting constant, δy – output error, 
the difference between the actual output (y) and the desired output (yd): 

dyyy −=δ . (5) 

D) The update law must be set by which the next set of parameters will be 
computed. This law corresponds usually to a Gauss-Newton scheme of type (6), 
other versions being also used to avoid the computation of second-order 
derivatives: 

⎥
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ρ
Rρρ γ , (6) 
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where: i – index of the current iteration, est[x] – estimate (generally) of the 
variable x, γi > 0 – parameter to determine the step size. 

E) The regular matrix Ri in (6) is a positive definite matrix, usually the Hessian of 
J(ρ): 
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Choosing the identity matrix for Ri ensures the negative direction of the gradient, 
but it is recommended to compute Ri by a quasi-Newton method or as the 
Hessian of the c.f. 

IFT algorithms are employed to implement to solve the optimization problem (4), 
where several additional constraints can be imposed regarding the plant or the 
closed-loop system. One necessary constraint concerns the stability of the closed-
loop system, and SD in (4) stands for stability domain. In addition, the expression 
of the c.f. can be modified by adding quadratic terms with the output sensitivity 
functions defined in the time domain, accordingly weighted to reduce the 
sensitivity of the CS with respect to the parametric variations of the controlled 
plant (see the situation in [13] for FCSs). 

The iterative character of IFT algorithms in case of 2-DOF PI controllers 
considered here results from three real-time experiments performed with the CS, 
the first and the third one referred to as normal ones and the second one referred 
to as the gradient one. The normal experiments are characterized by the reference 
input fed to the CS while in case of the gradient experiment the role of reference 
input fed to the CS is played by the control error in the first experiment. The 
input-output data recorded from these three experiments are employed to 
compute the estimated gradients of the controlled output and of the control signal 
required in computing the estimated gradient of the c.f. J(ρ). 

The IFT algorithms considered here contain the steps 1 … 8 to obtain the next set 
of parameters: 

Step 1   The three experiments are done and the input-output data (u1, y1), (u2, y2) 
and (u3, y3) are recorded. 

Step 2   The output of the reference model is generated, yd, and the output error δy 
is computed by (5). 

Step 3   The estimated gradient of the output is computed based on the data 
recorded form the real-time experiments. Before applying this approximation, the 
sensitivity function S and the complementary sensitivity function T must be 
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expressed in discrete-time, with the following definitions according to the CS 
structure illustrated in Fig. 1(a): 

)].,()(1/[),()(),(
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The analytical expression of the gradient of δy is obtained using (8) and taking 
the derivatives with respect to ρ [10]: 
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Step 4   The control signal is a perfect realization of the control signal in the first 
experiment: 

1uu = . (10) 

Step 5   The estimated gradient of the control signal u is computed using (8), (10) 
and taking the derivatives with respect to ρ: 
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Step 6   The c.f. J(ρ) is computed according to (4) with the estimated and its 
estimated gradient results as follows: 
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with the values of the estimated gradients obtained as steps 3 and 5. 

Step 7   The matrix Ri is computed in terms of (7). 

Step 8   The next set of parameters is obtained by a Gauss-Newton scheme 
according to (6). 
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3 Design Method for Mamdani-type Two-degree-of-

freedom PI-fuzzy Controllers 

The structure of 2-DOF PI fuzzy controller is constructed by fuzzifying the main 
linear PI controller with the transfer function C(s) in Fig. 1(b). The 2-DOF PI-FC, 
with the structure presented in Fig. 2, represents a discrete-time controller 
involving a basic fuzzy controller without dynamics (B-FC). The dynamics is 
inserted by the numerical differentiation of the control error ek expressed as the 
increment of control error, Δek=ek–ek−1, and by the numerical integration of the 
increment of control signal, Δuk. 

 

Figure 2 

Structure of two-degree-of-freedom PI-fuzzy controller 

B-FC is a nonlinear two inputs-single output system which includes among its 
nonlinearities the scaling of inputs and output as part of its fuzzification module. 
The fuzzification is solved in terms of the regularly distributed input and output 
membership functions presented in Fig. 3. Other distributions of the membership 
functions can modify in a desired way the controller nonlinearities. The inference 
engine in B-FC employs Mamdani’s MAX-MIN compositional rule of inference 
assisted by the rule base presented in Table 1, and the centre of gravity method 
for singletons is used for defuzzification. 

 

Figure 3 

Membership functions of B-FC in Fig. 2 
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Table 1 

Decision table of B-FC 

ek Δek 
NB NS ZE PS PB 

PB ZE PS PM PB PB 

PS NS ZE PS PM PB 

ZE NM NS ZE PS PM 

NS NB NM NS ZE PS 

NB NB NB NM NS ZE 

Other binary operators can be introduced instead as t-norms and t-conorms 
instead of the MIN and MAX operators, respectively. Several representations of 
uninorms [14], nullnorms [15] or distance-based operators [16] can be used with 
this respect resulting in several versions of inference engines that can lead to FCS 
performance enhancement after serious analyses [17]. 

The design method for this class of Mamdani-type 2-DOF PI-FCs consists of the 
following design steps: 

Step A   Design the continuous-time 2-DOF PI controller by a specific method to 
the linear case depending on the class of considered controlled plants (in 
simplified mathematical models for the design) and on the desired / imposed CS 
performance indices. 

Step B   Set the value of the sampling period Ts chosen in accordance with the 
requirements of quasi-continuous digital control, express the discrete-time 
equation of the-point filter F(z), the discrete-time equation(s) of the digital PI 
controller C(z) in its incremental version: 

)( kkPkIkPk eeKeKeKu ⋅+Δ=⋅+Δ⋅=Δ α , (13) 

and compute the parameters {KP, KI, α}, exemplified in (14) in case of Tustin’s 
method: 

)2/(2/  ,/  )],2/(1[ sisPIisCIisCP TTTKKTTkKTTkK −===−= α . (14) 

Step C   Apply the modal equivalence principle that enables the computation of 
two fuzzy controller parameters, BΔe and BΔu: 

eIuee BKBBB == ΔΔ ,α , (15) 

where the third parameter, Be, represents designer’s option. 
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4 Stability Analysis Method 

To perform the stability analysis of the FCS the controlled plant must be 
transformed to the following n-th order discrete-time SISO linear time-invariant 
state mathematical model (MM) including the zero-order hold: 

k
T

k

kkk

y

u

xc

bxAx

⋅=

⋅+⋅=+1 , (16) 

where: uk – control signal; yk – controlled output; xk – state vector, dim xk = (n,1); 
A, b, cT – matrices having the dimensions as follows: dim A = (n, n), dim b = (n, 1), 
dim cT = (1, n). In this context it is necessary to transform the initial FCS structure 
into a multivariable one because B-FC (see Fig. 2) represents a two inputs-single 
output system. This modified FCS structure is illustrated in Fig. 4(a), where the 
dynamics of the fuzzy controller is transferred to the controlled plant resulting in 
the extended controlled plant (ECP, a linear one). The vectors in Fig. 4(a) have the 
following representation: rk – reference input vector, ek – control error vector, yk – 
controlled output vector, uk – control signal vector. Generally speaking, in both 
discrete- and continuous-time, the index k may be omitted, and these vectors are 
defined in (17): 

 

Figure 4 

Modified structure of FCS (a) and structure used in stability analysis (b) 

[ ] [ ] [ ]Tkkk

T

kkk

T

kkk yyeerr Δ=Δ=Δ= yer   ,  , , (17) 

with the general notation Δvk = vk – vk-1 for the increment of vk. 

The block FC in Fig. 4(a) is characterized by the nonlinear input-output static map 
F: 

T
kk fRR ]0  ),([)(  ,: 22

eeFF =→ , (18) 

where RRf →2:  is the input-output static map of B-FC in Fig. 2. 

All variables in Fig. 4(a) have two components, and this requires the introduction of 
a fictitious control signal, supplementary to the outputs of B-FC, to obtain equal 
numbers of inputs and outputs as required by the hyperstability theory in the 
multivariable case. In addition, the structure involved in the stability analysis of an 
unforced nonlinear control system (rk = 0 and the disturbance inputs are also zero) 
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is presented in Fig. 4(b). The block NL in Fig. 4(b) represents a static nonlinearity 
due to the nonlinear part without dynamics of the block FC in Fig. 4(a). The 
connections between the variables of the two control system structures in Fig. 4 are: 

kkkkk eyeFuv −=−=−=   ),( , (19) 

with the second component of F being always zero to neglect the effect of the 
fictitious control signal. 

The MM of the ECP can be derived by firstly defining the additional state variables 
{xuk,xyk} according to [18], and the (n+2)-th order discrete-time state MM of the 
ECP can be expressed as: 

E
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with the matrices AE (dim AE = (n+2,n+2)), BE (dim BE = (n+2,2)) and CE (dim CE 
= (2,n+2)): 
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Simple computations from the second equations in (19) and (20) lead to: 

k

b

kk

E

k eCxxCe ⋅=⋅−=   , , (22) 

where the matrix Cb, dim Cb = (n+2,2), can be calculated relatively easy as function 
of CE. 

The core of the suggested stability analysis method can be expressed in terms of 
one theorem offering a certain sufficient stability condition [18]. This theorem 
states that nonlinear system, with the structure presented in Fig. 4(b) and the MM of 
its linear part (20), is globally asymptotically stable if the three matrices P (positive 
definite, dim P = (n+2,n+2)), L (regular, dim L = (n+2,n+2)) and V (any, dim V = 
(n+2,2)) fulfil (23): 
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introducing the matrices M (dim M = (2,2)), N (dim N = (2,2)) and R (dim R = 
(2,2)) defined in (24): 
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the Popov-type inequality (25) holds for any value of the control error ek: 

0)()( ≥⋅⋅+⋅⋅ k
T

kk
T

kf eMeene , (25) 

where n represents the first column in N. 

For a given value of PI-FC parameter Be the stability analysis methbod is 
concentrated on checking the stability condition (25) for any values of PI-FC inputs 
in operating regimes considered as significant to FCS behaviour. 

5 Case Study 

The case study considered in this Section aims the validation of the suggested 
design method dedicated to the new class of 2-DOF PI-fuzzy controllers 
presented in Section 3. The case study is focused on a fuzzy controller design for 
the class of plants with the transfer function P(s) characterizing simplified 
mathematical models used in servo system control as part of mechatronics 
systems and embedded systems: 

)]1(/[)( sTsksP ΣP += , (26) 

where kP is the controlled plant gain and TΣ is the small time constant or an 
equivalent time constant as sum of parasitic time constants. 

One solution to control this class of plants is represented by PI control [1]. A 
simple and efficient way to tune the parameters of the 2-DOF PI controller 
controlling the plant (16) is represented by the Extended Symmetrical Optimum 
(ESO) method [19], characterized by only one design parameter, β. The choice of 
the parameter β within the domain 1 < β < 20, leads to the modification of the CS 
performance indices (σ1 – overshoot, Σ= Ttt rr /ˆ  – normalized rise time, 

Σ= Ttt ss /ˆ  – normalized settling time defined in the unit step modification of r, 

φm – phase margin) according to designer’s option and to a compromise to these 
performance indices using the diagrams presented in Fig. 5 in the situation 
without feedforward filter. The presence of the feedforward filter with the 
transfer function F(s) improves the CS performance indices. 

The PI tuning conditions, specific to the ESO method, are: 

ΣiPΣc TTkTk β=ββ=   ),/(1 2 . (27) 

These tuning conditions highlight the presence of only design one parameter, β, 
which simplifies the application of the IFT algorithms mentioned in Section 2 
because the parameter vector becomes a scalar: 

β=ρ . (28) 
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Figure 5 

Control system performance indices versus β in the situation without feedforward filter 

The experimental setup consists of speed control of a nonlinear laboratory DC 
drive (AMIRA DR300). The DC motor is loaded using a current controlled DC 
generator, mounted on the same shaft, and the drive has built-in analog current 
controllers for both DC machines having rated speed equal to 3000 rpm, rated 
power equal to 30 W, and rated current equal to 2 A. The speed control of the DC 
motor is digitally implemented using an A/D-D/A converter card. The speed 
sensors are a tacho generator and an additional incremental rotary encoder 
mounted at the free drive-shaft. The block diagram of the hardware station is 
presented in Fig. 6. 

 

Figure 6 

Block diagram of hardware station 
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The mathematical model of the plant can be well approximated by the transfer 
function P(s) in (26), with kP = 4900 and TΣ = 0.035 s. The development method 
proposed in the previous Section is applied, and for the sake of simplicity only 
the main parameter values are presented. The method starts with the choice of the 
initial value of the design parameter β = 6. Then, a version of IFT algorithm 
presented in Section 2 is applied in the condition of the following c.f., J: 
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k

ky
N

J δ , (29) 

in the conditions of a third-order reference model corresponding to the closed-
loop linear system for the same value of β and a smaller value of TΣ. The 
following ‘optimal’ values of the PI-FC tuning parameters have been obtained 
after six iterations: Be = 0.3, BΔe = 0.03, BΔu = 0.0021, for β* = 5.76. These values 
guarantee the FCS stability according to Section 4. 

Part of the real-time experimental results – the variations of r and y versus time – 
are presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for the linear CS (with 2-DOF PI controller) and 
for the fuzzy CS (with 2-DOF PI-FC) in the conditions: 

 

Figure 7 

Control system response with 2-DOF PI controller 
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Figure 8 

Control system response with 2-DOF PI-fuzzy controller 

- without load in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 8(a), 

- 5 s period of 10% rated d = d2 type load and r = 2500 rpm in Fig. 7(b) and 
Fig. 8(b). 

Conclusions 

The paper presents theoretical and application aspects concerning Iterative 
Feedback Tuning algorithms employed in the design of a class of fuzzy control 
systems with Mamdani-type PI-fuzzy controllers. It is proposed a new design 
method for the PI-fuzzy controllers validated by real-time experiments related 
one fuzzy control solution dedicated to a class of plants applied in servo systems 
as part of mechatronics systems and embedded systems. 

The design method illustrates the potential of IFT employed in connection with 
fuzzy control in complex plants. The convergence of the IFT algorithms is 
guaranteed if the stability analysis method suggested in the paper is applied. 
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Future research will focus on the on-line implementation of IFT algorithms to 
control other laboratory equipment. This concerns discrete-event systems 
including robots and manufacturing systems [20, 21, 22]. 
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Abstract: Complex applications execution needs a lot of conditions starting with hardware 

and software resources until the task sequencing and verifying the results of the execution. 

The needed resources can be found locally or on the Web and Grid. For an efficient usage 

the needed resources application and the effective resources found must be described in an 

appropriate and way and we propose the XML. The matching between the resources of the 

application and the Web/Grid resources is done in our proposal by the agents. As a new 

approach in the last years is the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) that is developed as 

an efficient solution. The services are furnished by the providers and these are used by the 

clients in some specific conditions. The realization of the SOA technology presents a real 

opportunity to improve effectiveness. On the Web and Grid we dispose for services and 

these can be used in a given contest. SOA provides the application of well-founded 

concepts that exploits the ability of modern system resources to collaborate, independent of 

location across heterogeneous technologies. 

Keywords: multi-agent systems, grid, resource management, complex systems design, 

service oriented architecture. 

1 Introduction 

Real world systems grow in complexity. The execution of complex applications 

implies adequate tools and also support for execution. The Web and Grid offer an 

efficient way for executing the requirements of companies that must interact in a 

very complex manner. 

The grid model, with its use of resources tends to be heterogeneous and 

distributed across multiple management domains. For example, in a grid 

environment shared resources must remain accessible, not but that the hardware 

configuration is dynamic, the resources can be available in a time instant, but in an 

another time instant these can disappear. In the grid key infrastructure services 

must be available, and virtual organizations must be maintained. It must also be 
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possible to detect report and deal with faults that may occur in any of the member 

domains. 

Effective system management is only possible if resources are manageable, and if 

tools are available to manage them. However, these tools tend to operate 

independently and to use proprietary interfaces and protocols to manage a limited 

set of resources, making it difficult for an organization to build an efficient, well-

integrated management system. In order to allow the development of 

manageability standards that will enable conforming management tools to manage 

conforming resources in a uniform manner, and to interoperate with each other. In 

turn this will enable system administrators to choose their management tools and 

suppliers in the knowledge that, regardless of their origin, the tools can work 

cooperatively in an integrated management environment. 

As stated in [15] the resource management includes: 

• reservation, brokering and scheduling; 

• installation, deployment and provisioning; 

• metering; 

• aggregation (service groups, WSDM collections, etc.); 

• VO management; 

• security management; 

• monitoring (performance, availability, etc.); 

• control (start, stop, etc.); 

• problem determination and fault management. 

Some of other major problems are to use and discovery the resources. 

Beside resources, the grid offers also services. These services can be simple 

services or complex ones and use resources. Like resources the services must be 

represented in an adequate manner in order to be found and used. In many grid 

organizations the registers are used in order to furnish the resources and services 

that can be used or invoked. 

The problem of execution of complex applications that must be solved in an 

efficient manner using the grid requires a lot of complex tools. Some of aspects of 

the problem concern: 

• formulating the problem that is proposed to be solved; 

• expressing an adequate decomposition of the application in the tasks; 

• for every task to express the hardware and software resources that are 

needed; 
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• giving an appropriate expression of the task sequencing and conditioning; 

• defining the services that will be invoked; 

• searching and discovering on the grid for the appropriate resources and 

services; 

• if there is the case to allow the migration of the software agents (SA) on the 

grid and also to install the needed (adequate) software; 

• defining the data that must be partially hosted for the future tasks 

(temporary storage of partial data or needed data for recovering in the case 

of failure); 

• defining the recoveries when some failure occurs. 

The execution of such grid application can be expressed in terms of workflow. 

This subject will be detailed in another paper. Concerning the workflow of the 

complex application on the grid, there are many works like [4], [16] that describe 

how the workflow must be designed. 

There exist a lot of works that threat partially or totally such a kind of approach in 

the grid context. The GLOBUS [11] UNICORE [18] and the works done for the 

Fraunhofer Resource Grid [10] solve in some partially sense the above 

requirements. 

Being in many cases a complex problem the jobs execution needs to overcome 

some of the exception situations as rollbacks and resuming in the incidents. In a 

framework it implies some additional activities like: 

• localization of the failed task; 

• analysis of the task execution; 

• the resuming of the task from an intermediary point if there exists a such 

point; 

• resuming the data bases implied in the same node or other nodes. 

There exist many frameworks that allow to the application designers to dispose 

for: 

• tools, standards and languages to define express and use the information 

concerning the evolution of the application during its execution; 

• an adequate Grid framework that allows to: 

o explore and find the grid resources; 

o establish in the grid context, the conditions for the task execution 

and in the failure cases the conditions for resuming the task (like the 

temporary storage of data); 

o launching and controlling the task execution; 
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o in order to obtain the desired results the framework must allow the 

rollbacks. 

We propose also a framework. 

Multi-agent systems are used in many domains and their strength allows 

developing complex systems. The agent abilities i.e., self adaptation, learning 

from own experience or from collectivity experience, the communication and 

collaboration are very expressive tools in order to reach the system goals. 

The following concepts [20] are closely related: 

• Choreography describes required patterns of interaction among services 

and templates for sequences (or more structures) of interactions; 

• Orchestration describes the ways in which business processes are 

constructed from Web services and other business processes, and how 

these processes interact; 

• Workflow is a pattern of business process interaction, not necessarily 

corresponding to a fixed set of business processes. All such interactions 

may be between services residing within a single data center or across a 

range of different platforms and implementations anywhere. 

The XML is used for expressing the appropriate information that can be processed 

using various platforms in most recent initiatives concerning the usage of adequate 

standards that are applied in many domains. In many of real projects the XML 

[22] is an adequate mean in order to allow expressing the needs and it in platform 

independent. Based on the previous experience in the following the XML will be 

used. 

The paper proposes: 

• a framework that uses the XML that allows to express and furnish the 

required information to the designer. The information concerns the grid its 

resources, its services, its location and also the details of the application 

concerning its decomposition in tasks, the sequencing of the tasks and 

consequently the resources and services needed for tasks execution; 

• a multi-agent system as a solution for solving such kind of problems; 

• a workflow model for the execution of the applications in the grid context. 

It will be the subject of another work and papers due the particularities of 

the workflow. 

The paper is structured as follows. The information used is shortly revised in the 

next Section. The third Section presents the concepts and tools used for modeling. 

The fourth Section, propose the multi-agent system as a possible solution. In 

Section 5 the framework is sketched and some details are given. The last Section 

contains some conclusions and future works. 
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2 The Information for the Grid Resources 

Some of the resource Grid components usually are not described in the necessary 

detailed form in order that its description can be efficient used, i.e., all its 

attributes that specify if the resource or service can be used by certain service or 

software. For overtaking it we must define a function that allows to the user to 

receive the desired and detailed hardware resource attributes. 

The resources are basically hardware resources and software resources. The 

hardware resource is characterized by: 

• the resource type; 

• the resource name, in some cases can be used an ID(entifier); 

• the resource location; 

• a set of its attributes; 

• a set of its components; we can define in turn a structured resource. 

The software resource is characterized by: 

• the resource type; 

• the resource name, in some cases can be used an ID(entifier); 

• the needed support that is composed by a set of hardware resources every 

being quoted with appropriate attributes. 

The information concerning the authorization, access and security is not detailed 

here in order to simplify the presentation. 

The information that describes the hardware resource, software resource and the 

services, given as XML files, furnished by the grid will be processed in an 

appropriate way by the specific tools in order to fulfill the system requirements. In 

order to find the node where a task can be executed, a matching between the 

resource node in formation and the resource needed for the software resource (of 

the task) will be done. 

In [7] is given a detailed resource Schema as a XML file where the authors 

describe a resource that can contain a structured resource one, its components, and 

every component having its own attributes and being also a structured one. The 

resource Schema will be used for describing the resource on the Grid or on the 

Web and also the needed resource for a software resource or for a service offered 

by the Web or by the Grid. The main feature of the proposed schema is that it can 

describe a complex resource. Concerning its usage depending on the level of detail 

that is given the user that will be some specific agent must be able to parse it and 

match with the given information offered by the requester. 
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3 The Concepts and Tools used in Modeling 

A complex application is composed from a set of tasks that generally must interact 

and that must be processed (executed) in a specified sequencing order. For its 

execution every task needs a set of specified resources. The resources are specific 

and every resource has particular properties. In order to define a complete 

specification for a resource we will use some conventions from [12] that will be 

extended. 

In many other grid projects are used various means for describing the dynamic 

behavior of complex grid applications. These means consist from coupled 

software components and appropriate data. The data is used for: 

• mapping the grid application onto the underlying grid middleware; 

• controlling the workflow and data flow of the grid application. 

Based on the previous, we need tools that allow describing: 

• resources of the grid; 

• basic resources that are required to define the grid job; 

• the model of the grid job workflow using various concepts like Directed 

Acyclic Graphs (DAG) [18] or Petri nets derivatives [1], [17]. 

Directed Acyclic Graphs (Figure 1) are widely spread due their structure but they 

have some disadvantages like: being directed it is impossible to define 

bidirectional coupling schemes, it is also impossible to define loops. The DAGs 

describe only the behavior but not the state of the system. The Petri nets can be 

used to control the workflow of complex applications [1]. Details concerning Petri 

nets and their properties can be found in [17]. The models for workflow that use 

Petri nets can be found in papers of van der Aalst [1]. In Figure 2 is given an 

example of Petri net that is equivalent to the DAG from Figure 1. 

P

Q R

S

Parent P child Q R

Parent Q  R child S

 

Figure 1 

Example of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) 
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P
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Figure 2 

Example of a Petri Net equivalent to the DAG in Figure 1 

The Petri nets can be used for modeling the workflow and also to control the 

workflow of complex applications. In many cases the workflow within grid 

applications can be equivalent to the data flow. That means that the decision when 

a software component can be launched in execution depends upon the availability 

of the input data. As a consequence the tokens in the Petri net represent real data 

that is exchanged between the software components in the grid. So, the Petri net 

can be used to model the interaction between software components in the grid 

represented by software transitions and data resources represented by data places. 

In order to control the workflow due to the fact that in some cases the workflow is 

independent from the data flow is necessary to introduce control transitions and 

control places. In this case the tokens (that represent the process state) need some 

additional information that is the color of the token so the colored Petri nets [13]. 

The Petri nets used for modeling the workflow must have some particular 

properties that can be seen in [1]. These properties are: 

• the net has one input location and one output location; 

• the initial marking is that contains only one token in the input location; 

• the final marking contains only one token in the output location; 

• from any marking (state) between the initial marking and final marking 

there is a path to the final marking; 

• by placing one transition that has an input arc form the output location and 

an output arc to the input location the Petri net is safe. 

A formal verification of the modeled system can be used and it is based of the 

Petri net properties. This verification can be easy done and expressed in a 

mathematical form. Basic features that can be expressed like: conflict confusion, 

contact, trap, deadlock are well-defined properties of Petri nets that can be very 

useful during of the process of optimization of the workflow of a complex grid 
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application. We do not enter into the details concerning the features that can be 

given for express in Petri nets terms of the execution in parallel, sequential 

execution, definitions of the conditions or loops. There exist many approaches to 

describe Petri nets with XML-based language, e.g., the Petri Net Markup 

Language (PNML) [14]. 

Recently, UML activity diagrams [21] have been used for workflow modeling. 

There exist some approaches [9] that use the UML’s activity diagrams those was 

added some especially semantic in order to improve a better utility in workflow 

modeling. The ebXML [8] is used to model e-business services. In the ebXML the 

event features of activity diagrams are used quite extensively: events being the 

standard means of communication between different business partners. 

Business Process Modeling [23] offers also a set of standards and languages that 

allow expressing the workflow. Based on WfMC [23] documents was developed 

Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [6] as a language that allows to 

describe a process that in our case can be a workflow. 

4 The Service Oriented Architecture 

The Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) can be understood as the necessary 

structure that supports communications between services. The service can be 

defined as a unit of work to be performed on behalf on an entity that can be human 

user or another program. Service interaction is loosely coupled and self-contained, 

every interaction being independent one another. The implementation of SOA can 

use the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOA). The protocol independence of 

SOA allow to the different consumers to communicate with the service in 

different ways. A management layer between the providers and consumers ensures 

a real flexibility regarding implementation protocols. 

For an efficient usage of SOA, the Service Oriented Integration (SOI) and Service 

Oriented Management (SOM) were developed. SOI is used instead of the 

traditional Enterprise Application Integration (EAI). SOI has as significant 

characteristics: 

● well defined standardized interfaces-consumers are provided with well 

understood and consistent access to the underlying service; 

● opaqueness- the technology and location of application providing the 

functionality is hidden behind the service interface; 

● flexibility- the service is constant both the provider of the service and the 

consumer of the service can change. 
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SOM constitutes the operational management of service delivery within a SOA. 

One of the major features of the SOM is to provide a differentiated service 

delivery capability during operation using specific objectives for driving the 

system behavior. A SOM solution supervises and controls the delivery of a service 

from a service provider to a service requester. A SOM solution can also be viewed 

as supervising and controlling the consumptions of services by a requester from a 

number of providers. A SOM solution should by able to manage any service from 

any technology without requiring code changes, special deployment, or special 

development environments. 

Using a SOA solution we obtain a set of advantages: lower costs, flexibility, the 

web services that are point to point and it can not solve all the problems, a higher 

security. 

5 The Multi-Agent Systems 

Due of the complexity of problems around the development of grid applications 

an adequate and efficient solution can be developed using the agents that act in a 

multi-agent system. The agents must be designed in order to fulfill their own goals 

and also the system goals. The agents must cooperate and concur in order to 

obtain the needed resources. In many approaches is used the negotiation. 

Negotiation between intelligent agents is one of the basic issues in Distributed 

Artificial Intelligence and Multi-Agent Systems [3]. A negotiation process tends 

to modify the own plan of each agent in order to achieve agreement among a 

subset of agents in the system. One of the main works in this area Contract Net 

Protocol (CNP) [19] serves as a basis for a lot of variants that are already 

frequently used. The CNP was initially developed for decentralized task allocation 

and is a distributed negotiation model based on the notion of call for bids on 

markets. The relation between clients (managers, customers, buyers) and suppliers 

(bidders, contractors, sellers) is created in a call for bids and evaluation of the 

proposals submitted by the bidders to the managers. This CNP has several limits: 

As a multi-agent system is distributed, several managers can concurrently call for 

bids, so an agent may have to manage several negotiation processes in parallel in 

order to reduce the length of its negotiation processes. Some of the applications of 

the CNP force the contractors to sequence their negotiation processes, i.e., to 

answer with a single bid at a time. Sequencing the processing of contractor 

answers to the calls emitted by the various managers may make the contractors 

miss some contracts. When the multi-agent system is equipped with delay failure 

detectors, it may also force the managers to consider these contractor agents as 

failures. 
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CNP-based applications enable the agent to break its commitments when the agent 

receives an offer for a better task in comparison with those for which the agent is 

committed. However breaking the commitments is not always a good solution 

because it makes managers call again for bids to find anew contractors for their 

tasks. 

6 The Proposed Framework Based on Multi-Agent 

and SOA 

SOA is an architectural manner that has as objective to achieve loose coupling 

among interacting software agents. A service being a unit of work done by a 

service provider done by achieves desired results for a given consumer, both 

provider and consumer are roles played by software agents on behalf of their 

owners. The results of a service are usually the change of state for the consumer, 

or for the provider or for both. SOA achieve loose coupling among interacting 

software agents using as architectural constraints: 

● a small set of interface to all participant software agents. Only generic 

semantics are encoded at the interfaces. The interfaces should be universal 

available for providers and consumers; 

● descriptive messages constrained by an extensive schema delivered 

through the interfaces. An extensible schema allows new versions of 

services to be introduced without breaking existing services. 

Interfacing in SOA and in distributed applications is important and also expensive 

and error-prone. The interface prescribes the system behavior and this is very 

difficult to implement correctly across different platforms and languages. In some 

cases is recommended to reuse generic interfaces, but this implies that the 

designer expresses application-specific semantics in messages. Due to the fact that 

the architecture is service oriented the messages sent must comply with some 

specific rules: 

• the messages must be descriptive, rather that instructive, due to the fact that 

the service provider is responsible for solving the problem; 

• the vocabulary used must be clear for all (provider and consumer) and the 

structure of the messages must be also well defined for an efficient 

communication; 

• the extensibility allows to evolve the system and it is very important; 

• the SOA must give to the consumer a mechanism that enables the 

consumer to discover a service provider under the context of a service 

sought by the consumer. This mechanism can be flexible and it (if this is 
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possible) does not have to be a centralized registry (in the Grid the registry 

is frequently used especially for nodes). 

In order to improve its scalability, performance and reliability of the SOA the 

following constraints are needed: 

• stateless service - the message that a consumer sends to a provider must 

contain all necessary information for the provider to process it. This makes 

a service more scalable because the provider does not have to store state 

information between requests. Each request can be treated as generic. In a 

way is improved visibility because the monitoring software can inspect one 

single request and figure out its intention. Due to the fact that there are no 

intermediate states to worry about the recovery from partial failure is 

relatively easy and the service becomes more reliable. 

• stateful service – between the particular situations that must be carefully 

designed are: the existence of a session between a consumer and a provider 

due to the reasons of efficiency; providing of a customized service. This 

kind of services requires both the consumer and the provider to share the 

same consumer-specific context that is either included in or referenced by 

messages exchanged between the provider and the consumer. The 

drawback of this constraint is that it may reduce overall scalability of the 

service provider because it may need to remember the shared context for 

each consumer. It also increases the coupling between a service provider 

and a consumer. 

• idempotent request – (it can be treated carefully due to the fact that means) 

duplicate requests received by a software agent have the same effect as a 

unique request. This allows providers and consumers to improve the 

overall service reliability by simply repeating the request if faults are 

encountered. 

Concerning the service it can be considered in SOA as a piece of functionality 

whose properties are: 

• the interface contract to the service is platform independent; the service can 

be consumed by a client from anywhere, on any OS and in any language; 

• the service can be dynamically located and invoked; it hints that a 

discovery service is available. The directory service enable a look-up 

mechanism where consumers can go to find a service based on some 

criteria; 

• the service is self contained, that is the service maintains its own state. 

In Figure 3 is illustrated the usage of a directory service. 
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Figure 3 

The usage of a directory service 

In [12] is proposed a very complex model that uses a Grid Application Definition 

Language (GADL). It contains a set of XML-based description languages in order 

to define and assemble complex grid applications for mapping these applications 

onto the available hardware and software resources and to control the workflow 

during the execution. The GADL is composed from description languages for 

resources, interfaces data and jobs. Based on these the user interfaces with by 

Task mapping, grid job builder and Grid job handler. 

The complex application executed on the grid (and not only) imposes a strong 

analysis concerning: 

• its decomposition in tasks with the specification of the resources that are 

needed during the task execution; 

• the tasks sequencing and where the case is the tasks correlation. It is a 

major challenge the tasks parallelization during their execution; 

• the failures and erroneous task execution that imposes: the rescheduling or 

reminded tasks for execution in the new contest; the temporary data storage 

imposed by the failure and the supplementary services that are required for 

replying the rest of the tasks execution. 

Concerning the execution, a task in characterized by: 

• its identifier; 

• the preconditioning of the task execution; 

• the post conditioning (that is unleashed by its execution); 

• the needed resources and their amount. 

All these are given in some forms, usually as XML files. 
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The sequencing can be done in some ways, one of these being based on Colored 

Petri Nets. In this paper it is done in a simplified way using Place/Transition Petri 

Nets. Using such a representation we are able expressing the: concurrency (the 

parallelism) and synchronization between tasks (and tasks sequences). 

In the following figures, we present some of the possibilities that illustrate the 

modeling of the application execution. In the first one is represented the data flow. 

Tokens in the places are the data and the transitions are the tasks. The application 

execution in time is given by tokens flow in the net. Also a tool that manages the 

Petri net that manages the application execution is needed. The Petri nets used are 

timed Petri nets. In Figure 4, the data flow and the tokens in the places represent 

data and the transitions are the tasks execution. Here the sequence of tasks 

42 ,tt and the sequence 53 , tt can be executed concurrent (in parallel). The task 

6t is synchronization (instant transition). The initial marking of Petri net is 

)0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1( i.e., the start of the application. This marking enables [17] 

the transition (the task 1t ) that fires and based on the Petri net rules the transitions 

2t  and 3t are enabled and also these transitions can fire. 

p2

p1

p3

p4

p5

p6

p7

p8

p9

p10

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

t6

t7

Figure 4 

The Petri Net for an application 

A major lack of workflow models is that the case instantiation is treated in 

isolation. In real life that is not true. The major problem concerns to the resources 

their contention and sharing (these are not treated by workflow models). Based on 

an analysis done we propose that the following features to be used: 
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• the time must be taken into consideration, i.e., all the activities evolve in 

time (the workflow also); 

• as an intuitive representation we can imagine that every workflow of an 

application is represented in a plane and the application are represented in 

parallel planes; 

• the resources that are available in the grid and are used in the application 

execution are situated between these planes. As an explanation we propose 

the following. Somewhere a resource is used by a task of an application. 

This resource is unavailable to other tasks because the token that represents 

the resource in its appropriate place does not exist, being used by the task. 

When the task execution is finished then the token that represents the 

resource is placed back into its appropriate place and can be used by 

another task. 

The other one possibility, where the resources are represented, can be done in two 

ways. The first one, given in Figure 5 the resource that is in the place p is in the 

total amount #r and the task it1  needs an amount ia1 for its execution that is 

acquired when it is available in the location p and when the transition it1  fires (the 

appropriate task is executed) after that this amount is returned back to the location 

p. The same is the execution of the task represented by the transition jt2  from the 

Application 2. 

#r

Appl1

Appl2

t1i

t2j

#a1i #a1i

#a2j #a2j

p

 

Figure 5 

The first way of the representation of task execution 
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Another way is given in Figure 6, where the task execution is represented in a 

more complicated manner. Here the transition st represents the start of the task 

execution and the transition et represents its end. The time spent by the token into 

the place between the two transitions st and et . So, the transitions st start the task 

execution when the resource is available in the desired amount (as in the previous 

figure) and at the end of the execution, the amount used during the task execution 

is released and returned to the appropriate place of the resource (denoted by #r). 

#r

ts te

ts te

#a1 #a1

#a2 #a2

taski

taskj

Appl1

Appl2

Figure 6 

The second way of the representation of task execution 

The proposed framework is basically a multi-agent system (MAS), where the 

agents execute appropriate actions in order to improve their goals and also the 

general objective: the execution of the application (job) on the grid. In the 

following, for specific actions are proposed agents that can play different roles. 

These requirements will be allocated to the roles of the agents. The agents that 

will be interacting in the system are: Descriptive Agent (DA), Explorer Agent 

(EA), Broker Agent (BA) and Supervisor Agent (SA). 

The complexity domain constitutes a challenge in design due to the multiple 

factors that influence it. In the following we will consider that an application can 

be decomposed in tasks, a task being an atomic piece of the application that uses 

resources during its execution. First there are a set mo major problems concerning 

the requirement of complex applications like: a set of tools that must be used 

during the design and also during the execution. These tools are influenced by 

platforms that support these tools and also by the standards used. 
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Second, during the execution of a task it can fail. The failure imposes an analysis 

that must evaluate the effect on the whole execution of the application and the 

impact of the failure. based on this analysis there is need to take a decision 

concerning the fact that the execution of the application can be resumed or the 

execution of the application must be restarted (and in this case when). 

Based on the application and failed task there are some aspects that will influence 

the reply of the execution: 

• the conditions for the reply of failed task; 

• data that must be partially stored as a consequence of the execution until 

the failed task and used in the reply of failed task; 

• the node or location of the reply of the execution and in this case the time 

instant in that the reply will be started. 

In these conditions we dispose for a set of agents that collaborate one to other and 

also that will help the user in order that in the proposed framework allows to the 

users to: 

• describe and decompose the application in the tasks, their sequencing 

during the execution; 

• describe the services that are needed for the execution of the application 

(including the resources needs); 

• dispose for the capabilities that allow to reply the execution after a failure 

of a given task; 

• exploring the Internet and/or the Grid in order to discovery the needed 

resources and services that are necessary for the execution of the 

application; 

• to starting the execution of the application; 

• dispose for an efficient tool for overseeing task execution in order to allow 

to analyses and reply in the case of the failure of a task; 

• optimize in some sense the usage of the resources concerning the owners 

(of the resources) and also optimize the execution after the user criteria. 

The Descriptive Agent (DA) allows to the user describes the application. As the 

result of the description of the application are: 

• the tasks and their sequencing for the execution of the application; 

• for every task the needed resources and where is the case their amount; 

• the reply conditions in the case of the failure of some (every) task. 

This description is given as XML files. 
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The Explorer Agent explores the Internet or the Grid in order to discovery the 

needed resources and services. It explores the grid and where exist registers it uses 

their content. 

The result of its discoveries is expressed also as XML files. 

The Supervisor Agent (SA) as main functions: 

a) to receive the requirement for an execution of an application in the form of 

appropriate XML files that describes the application as we stated above; 

b) send to a Broker Agent the requirements concerning the execution of the 

application; 

c) oversees the application execution and in the case of a failure analyses and 

in the case of reply modifies (updates) the reminded execution adding the 

needed and supplementary activities (services); 

d) interact with the user during the execution (especially in the case of failure 

that requires the user decision). 

The Broker Agent (BA) using the application description and the results of the 

discoveries made by the EA parses these and negotiate with the Grid/Internet 

owners in order to allow that the execution can be done and when it can be 

scheduled at the location (for execution). 

During the execution of the application based on the evolution of the execution, 

SA decides (if it is the case the user is consulted) when a failure occurs and 

updates the reminded files of the application, contacting a BA for the replies. In 

the case of a Failure the BA must send some notifications to the Grid/Internet 

owners concerning the fact that the rest of execution will be canceled and in 

accordance with the future evolution of the execution the new requirements. 

In Figure 7 is given a generic schema of the framework. The user requires an 

application description (flow 1) that is done by DA. Using it the user requires 

(flow 2) to the SA to initiate a request for an execution. Based on it the BA 

requires to EA exploring the grid or the web and furnishes the appropriate 

information. BA negotiates (flow 3) with the owners of the grid or web the 

conditions for the execution informing the SA. After the confirming done by the 

SA (with the user accept eventually), the execution is initiated (flow 4) or the 

negotiation is repeated until the SA requirements will be satisfied. In the case of a 

failure for a task (flow 5), the new conditions are stated by the SA and the BA and 

EA evaluate these conditions and the flows 3, 4 (and eventually 5) are replayed. 

By numbers are presented main flows: 

1-Requirement for the description of the application; 

2-Requirement for the execution; 

3-Negotiation; 

4-Execution; 

5-Failure. 
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Figure 7 

Generic framework schema 
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7 Applications 

The first application is designed in Java. It is based on a client server protocol the 

client send a request and the server returns a XML file with requested information. 

If we intend to make a remote software installation the client will be able to 

interact with the obtained process as the result of the execution of the program that 

was transmitted for being installed. The client will interact with the standard input 

and standard output for possible errors of the process. The client will be able to 

examine only one sub-interval of IPs (or all the IP that are in the same sub 

network with him). The clients do not depend on the server and they have a 

Graphical Interface. 

 

Figure 8 

The possible requests of a client 

Figure 8 illustrates the possible actions in the first applications. The client can 

made as requests connections with a computer and send queries. 

The second application is designed in Microsoft platform (Visual C++) and allow 

to finding solutions for mapping of software resources over the available hardware 

resources. The user defines and can update for every hardware resource its 

characteristics and also for every software its requirements. 
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Having the hardware resources and the software with its requirements concerning 

the hardware that is necessary the user can verify if in the available hardware there 

the required resources are concerning the hardware for specified software. The 

user can save the project in an XML file. As a small example of such project is the 

following. 

 

<root> 

 

<resource id="software1" type="software"> 

 <resourceRef type="cpu-mhz" value="1000" /> 

 <resourceRef type="ram-mb" value="64" /> 

 <resourceRef type="os" value="linux" /> 

 <resourceRef type="kernel-version" value="2.6" /> 

</resource> 

<resource id="software2" type="software"> 

 <resourceRef type="cpu-mhz" value="1200" /> 

 <resourceRef type="ram-mb" value="128" /> 

 <resourceRef type="os" value="linux" /> 

</resource> 

<resource id="software3" type="software"> 

 <resourceRef type="cpu-mhz" value="2200" /> 

 <resourceRef type="ram-mb" value="512" /> 

 <resourceRef type="dot-net-framework" value="1" /> 

</resource> 

<resource id="grid-node-01" type="hardware"> 

 <resourceRef type="cpu-mhz" value="1700" /> 

 <resourceRef type="ram-mb" value="512" /> 

 <resourceRef type="os" value="linux" /> 

 <resourceRef type="kernel-version" value="2.6" /> 

</resource> 

<resource id="grid-node-02" type="hardware"> 

 <resourceRef type="cpu-mhz" value="2700" /> 

 <resourceRef type="ram-mb" value="1024" /> 

 <resourceRef type="os" value="windows" /> 

 <resourceRef type="dot-net-framework" value="1" /> 

</resource> 

 

</root> 
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Figure 9 

The Graphical interface for controlling the existence of the required software in the available hardware 

resources 

In Figure 9 is given the graphical interface that allows to the user to update and 

verify that the needed hardware resources for specified software exist in the real 

available context of hardware. 

Conclusions 

The grid and its applications is one of the most dynamic and challenging domains. 

Most of companies and academic organizations are involved in grid and its 

applications. It is very difficult to develop a complex and complete framework for 

the execution of applications on the grid due to complexity of problems. The 

paper intended to propose a framework that is based on a multi-agent system and 

uses the XML as basis for information that is used in to the framework. 

The design in the nearest future will be greatly influenced by the SOA. The 

services are most used in complex applications and in the application that uses the 

Grid. 
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Abstract: In the component based software engineering approach, a software system is 

viewed as an assembly of reusable independently developed components. In order to 

produce automated tools to support the selection and assembly of components, rigorous 

specifications of components and performant retrieval and selection strategies based on 

these specifications are needed. Classical approaches for automatically retrieving 

components that match a set of required properties result mostly in very complex solutions. 

In this article we propose an efficient fuzzy logic based solution for the specification and 

retrieval of software components. We describe the basic principles of the proposed 

solutions and illustrate them on example scenarious. 

Keywords: fuzzy logic, fuzzy inferece, software components 

1 Introduction 

In the component based software engineering approach [1], [11], a software 

system is viewed as an assembly of reusable independently developed 

components. The set of components and the manner in which these are connected 

with each other determines the properties (functionality and behaviour) of the 

assembled system. 

Constructing a system with certain required properties starts with the 

compositional decision: which components to select from a large repository of 

components and which topology to give to their assembly? During this decisional 

process, the selection is made based on the matching between the required 

properties and the known properties of the components. In order to use automatic 

tool support, a systematic compositional model is needed. Such a compositional 

model must comprise a component specification scheme and formalism, and a 

coordinated, well defined requirements driven composition strategy. It must have 

the expresiveness to describe many types of requirements and properties 

(functional, non-functional, structural, behavioural), it must be sufficiently formal 
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to be used in automatic tools and still its complexity should permit reasonable 

implementation. 

Many different approaches have been proposed for the specification of 

components: interface description, formal specification methods, behavioural 

specification, architectural description. In previous work, we also developed a 

compositional model at the architectural level, the composable components model 

and its specification formalism, CCDL [8], [10]. A critical issue are the non-

functional properties of components, as speed, memory consumption, usability, 

etc. These are difficult to specify and match [3], most often the matching of a set 

of such requirements is based on a series of trade-offs. This work proposes a 

solution by applying fuzzy logic in this field of software engineering. 

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 resumes the basic 

concepts of our component model, CCDL. Section 3 presents the extension of 

CCDL with fuzzy attributes and fuzzy logic based selection of components. All 

concepts are illustrated on a running example, built incrementally over all 

sections. Section 4 discusses our work in the context of other works. The last 

section summarizes the concluding remarks. 

2 Core CCDL Component Model 

This section resumes the basic concepts of our component model. Only these 

aspects of the complex composable components model (CCDL) that are dirrectly 

affected by the extension proposed in this work are presented here, many details 

beeing omitted. The CCDL model has been extensively presented in [8] and [10]. 

2.1 Principles Used in the Specification of Components 

A software system is viewed as a set of components that are connected to each 

other through connectors. As defined in mainstream component bibliography [11], 

[1] a software component is an implementation of some functionality, available 

under the condition of a certain contract, independently deployable and subject to 

composition. 

In our approach, each component has a set of ports as logical points of interaction 

with its environment. We distinguish between input ports and output ports and 

consider that syntactically every input port is plug-compatible with every output 

port. The logic of a component composition (the semantic part) is enforced 

through the checking of component contracts. 

Components may be simple or composed. A simple component is the basic unit of 

composition that is responsible for certain behaviour and has one input port and 
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one output port. Composed components introduce a grouping mechanism to create 

higher abstractions and may have several input and output ports. 

Components are specified by means of their provided and required properties. 

Properties in our approach are facts known about the component, in a way similar 

to Shaw’s credentials [7]. A property is a name from a domain vocabulary set and 

may have refining subproperties (which are also properties) or refining attributes 

that are typed values. For example, a property that does data compression will be 

described through a property named compression. An attribute of this property can 

be defined as the average compression rate, expressed as the real type attribute 

compression-factor. 

The component contracts specify the services provided by the component and 

their characteristics on one side and the obligations of client and environment 

components on the other side. Most often the provided services and their quality 

depends on the services offered by other parties, being subject to a contract. In the 

CCDL model contracts are expressed as provides and requires clauses containing 

sets of provided and required properties. The component as a whole provides 

certain services, defined by global provides clauses in the component 

specification. In order to provide these services it requires that other services are 

provided by the environment. These services must be provided in certain defined 

interaction points, thus the requires clauses are attached to the ports. 

2.2 Automatic Requirements-driven Selection and 

Composition 

A component assembly is valid if it provides all user required services and if the 

contracts of all individual components are respected. A contract for a component 

is respected if all its required properties have found a match. The criterion for a 

semantically correct component assembly is matching all required properties with 

provided properties on every flow in the system. 

A match between a required and a provided property is established first by 

matching the properties names, then recursively matching subproperties and 

matching of the attributes values. A property present in the requirement must not 

specify all attributes of the property present in the provides clause for a match. 

In our approach, it is not necessary that a requirement of a component is matched 

by a component dirrectly connected to it. It is sufficient that requirements are 

matched by some components that are present on the flow connected to that port, 

these requirements are able to propagate. 

The internal structure of a composable target can be established at runtime 

through automatic requirements-driven composition. The requirements for the 

composable target result from its invariant structural constraints and from the 

current requirements imposed by the external environment. The overall process of 
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generating the structure of the target is driven by the requirements. The required 

properties for the target are put on the main flow of the target and propagated from 

that point on, while adding components. The addition of new components on the 

flow occurs according to the current requirements, which are those propagated 

from the initial requirements together with those of the new introduced 

components. A component is added to the solution if it matches at least a subset of 

the current requirements. A solution is considered complete when the current 

requirements set becomes empty. It is possible that for a certain set of 

requirements no solution can be found or that several component assemblies are 

found. 

The mechanism of propagation of requirements briefly sumarised here was 

formally described in [9], paper that also gives a complete description of the 

automatic composition strategy. 

2.3 Issues 

The compositional model presented above can be improved in regard with the 

specification and matching of properties and attributes. 

In the core CCDL model, a property most often consists of a name describing 

functionality and attributes that are typed values describing the non-functional 

characteristics of the functional property. 

For example, a component providing data compression can be characterized by a 

property named compression. The non-functional characteristics are described by 

attributes like compression_rate, speed, memory_consumption. For the specification of 

the component, these attributes must be first evaluated. The compression_rate can 

be expressed as a real type value, representing the average measured compression 

rate for different data inputs. Not all attributes can be as easily evaluated and 

described as crisp values. The exact value of the speed attribute depends 

essentially on the hardware configuration of the system. Such an attribute should 

be more adequately be described using terms as ‘fast’, ‘very fast’, ‘slow’, 

description established as a result of comparing the performance of the current 

component relative to the performance of other components that provide the same 

functional property. 

In the core CCDL model, a match between a required and a provided property is 

established first by matching the properties names, then recursively matching 

subproperties and matching of the attributes values. Let consider components C1 

and C2. C1 provides property P with the attributes A1=Value1, A2=Value2. C2 

provides the same property P with the attributes A1=Value3, A2=Value4. A client 

requirement can be for property P with attributes A1=ValueX, A2=ValueY. Then 

either C1 or C2 will be selected, whether ValueX=Value1 and ValueY=Value2 is 

true or ValueX=Value3 and ValueY=Value4. If the values do not match exactly, 

no component will be selected. 
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In many cases, a client requirement has no precise requirements regarding the 

values of attributes. For example, a requirement regarding the selection of a 

compression component will rarely need to specify an exact value for the 

compression_rate as to require, i.e., compression_rate=0.4. It will rather specify that 

compression_rate=medium is acceptable. 

In order to relax the specification of requirements, in the strict matching 

mechanism of the core CCDL it is still possible that a property present in the 

requirement does not have to specify all attributes of the property present in the 

provides clause for a match. In the previous example of components C1 and C2, a 

client requirement can omit the specification of required values for all or some of 

the attributes of property P. For example, a requirement as property P with 

attribute A2=ValueX will select all components that provide property P with 

attribute A2 matching the ValueX, regardless of the values of the attribute A1. 

This possibility of uncomplete requirement specification is not enough to give the 

desired flexibility. It misses the possibility to specify required ranges, as well as 

the possibility of doing tradeoffs between the matching degree of several attributes 

of the same property. 

From the examples presented above, we conclude that there are two main issues 

with the specification and matching of properties: 

• certain attributes cannot be exactly evaluated and specified 

• the matching of required/provided attributes must not always be precise 

We believe that fuzzy logic [13] can help to overcome these problems because it 

aims at exploiting the tolerance for imprecision and uncertainity. The next chapter 

proposes our fuzzy based solution. 

3 Fuzzy Attributes and Selection 

In this article, we propose an extension of the core CCDL model, where attributes 

can be expressed in fuzzy logic and the properties matching is done by fuzzy 

inference. 

3.1 Fuzzy Attributes 

3.1.1 Concepts 

A property consists of a name describing functionality and attributes that are 

either typed values (crisp) or fuzzy terms. 
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For example, the property compression can be defined with attributes that are both 

crisp and fuzzy. The atributes compression_rate and memory_consumption are crisp 

values, the attribute speed is a fuzzy value as it depends on the hardware 

configuration and performance of the system. 

The names used for the properties and for the attributes are established through a 

domain-specific vocabulary. Such a restriction is necessary because a totally free-

text specification makes the retrieval difficult, producing false-positive or false-

negative matchings due to the use of a non-standard terminology. Establishing 

domain specific vocabularies is a common solution [6], [5] and has been used also 

in the core CCDL model [8]. 

In our work, the domain specific vocabulary must also  describe the domains of 

the fuzzy attributes (linguistic variables) for each property as well as the 

membership functions for the fuzzy terms. 

The membership functions for all linguistic variable are considered of 

trapezoidal/triangular shape as in Figure 1: 

0 a1 a2 a3 m

μ 

domain

Term1 Term_n 

1

a_n 

Term2

… 

 

Figure 1 

The shape of the membership functions 

For each linguistic variable, first the number and the names of the terms of its 

domain must be declared, and after that the values of the parameters a1, a2, …, 

a_n must be specified. 

3.1.2 Example 

A component repository contains several implementations of components that 

have the functionality of data compression, specified with the provided property 

compression. They are diferentiated through the values of their non-functional 

attributes. Let us consider two different components, C1 and C2, specified as 

follows: 

Component C1: 

Property compression with attributes 

 compression_rate =crisp(0.6) 
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 memory_consumption=crisp(512) 

 speed=fuzzy(slow) 

Component C2: 

Property compression with attributes 

 compression_rate =crisp(0.8) 

 memory_consumption=crisp(1024) 

 speed=fuzzy(medium) 

Each of the three attributes is defined as a linguistic variable with three terms, as 

follows: 

domain(compression_rate) = {low, medium, high} 

domain(memory_consumption) = {low, medium, high} 

domain(speed) = {slow, medium, fast} 

For each linguistic variable, the parameters a1, a2, a3 defining the shape of the 

membership functions are defined. In our example, in case of the attribute 

compression_rate, these values are defined as a1=0.3, a2=0.6, a3=0.75. 

It is important to note that a linguistic variable that characterizes an attribute can 

have different meanings in the context of different properties. The domain and the 

shape of a linguistic variable can be redefined in the context of different 

properties. For example, the attribute memory_consumption can be attached to very 

different functional properties: a compression component, a sorting component, a 

signal processing component, etc. In each of these cases, there are different 

expectations about the amount of memory needed: an amount of memory that is 

considered normal (medium) for signal processing is considered very high if it is 

required by a compression component. Thus the values a1, a2, a3 and maybe also 

the number of the linguistic terms will be defined different in the context of every 

property. 

3.2 Generation of Fuzzy Rules from Requirements 

3.2.1 Principle of Fuzzy Rule Generation 

A new property matching mechanism is defined. 

In general, a requirement as: 

Req property P with attributes A1=V1 and A2=V2 and … An=Vn 

is handled in the following manner: 

First, the basic functionality is ensured, matching properties names according to 

the classical composition strategy. Usually several solutions result from thist first 

step. 
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Second, the preliminary solutions are selected and hierarchized according to the 

degree of attribute matching. This is done by fuzzy logic. The given requirement 

is translated into the corresponding rule: 

If A1=V1 and A2=V2 and … An=Vn  then decision=select 

The generation of the fuzzy rules is done automatically starting from the 

requirements. 

Very often, the required attributes are not values, but rather are required to be at 

least (or at most) a given value, A>=V or A<=V. For example, the speed is usually 

not required to be medium, but at least medium. 

In general, a requirement containing the attribute expression A>=V will be 

translated into a set of i rules, for all Vi>=V: 

  If A=Vi then decision=select 

3.2.2 Automatic Extension of the Fuzzy Rules Set 

Several rules are generated from one requirement. In order to relax the selection, it 

is considered a match even if one of the linguistic variables in the premises 

matches only a neighbor of the requested value (the predecessor or the succesor). 

In this case the decision of selection is a weak one. In the case that more than one 

linguistic variable in the premise matches only neighbor values (while the rest 

match the requested fuzzy terms), the decision is a weak reject. In the extreme 

case that all linguistic variables in the premises match neighbor values, the 

decision is a weak reject. In all the other cases, the decision is a strong reject. 

For example, in the case of a requirement containing two attributes, A1=V1 and 

A2=V2, the complete set of generated rules is: 

The dirrectly generated rule is: 

If A1=V1 and A2=V2  then decision=strong_select 

The rules generated if one of the linguistic variables in the premises matches only 

a neighbor of the requested value are (maximum 4 rules): 

If A1=pred(V1) and A2=V2  then decision=weak_select 

If A1=succ(V1) and A2=V2  then decision=weak_select 

If A1=V1 and A2=pred(V2)  then decision=weak_select 

If A1=V1 and A2=succ(V2)  then decision=weak_select 

In this case there are a maximum number of four generated rules, if neither V1 nor 

V2 are extreme values of their domains. If a value is the first value in the domain 

it has no predecessor, if it is the last value in the domain it has no successor. 
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The rules generated if more then one of the linguistic variables in the premises 

matches only a neighbor of the requested value are (maximum 4 rules): 

If A1=pred(V1) and A2=pred(V2)  then decision=weak_rej 

If A1=succ(V1) and A2=pred(V2)  then decision=weak_rej 

If A1=pred(V1) and A2=succ(V2)  then decision=weak_rej 

If A1=succ(V1) and A2=succ(V2)  then decision=weak_rej 

For all the rest of possible combinations of values of A1 and A2 the decision is 

strong reject. The number of rules from this category depends on the number of 

terms of the linguistic variables A1 and A2. 

3.2.3 Specifying the Relative Importance of Attributes 

In order to allow the user to specify which attributes are more important and to 

treat them accordingly, different weights can be declared in the requirement 

specification. These weights describe how strict is a certain requirement: very 

strict, strict, normal, or less. 

A requirement will be expressed for example in the following manner: 

Req property P with attributes 

  A1=V1/imp=strict and A2=V2/imp=normal and … An=Vn/imp=less 

The process of automatic generation of the extended set of fuzzy rules, presented 

in the previous paragraph considering the case when all attributes have normal 

importance, is adapted to deal with the attributes of different importance. 

The attributes of strict importance will never be replaced by neighbor values in the 

generated fuzzy rules. The attributes of less importance will be replaced by 

neighbor and also second neighbor values in the generated rules. 

3.2.4 Example 

An application requires property compression with attributes having the values 

compression_rate=medium and speed=medium: 

Req property compression with attributes 

compression_rate=medium and speed=medium 

No relative importances are specified for these two attributes, thus they are 

considered of equal importance. 

The first rule which is generated is the direct rule: 

[R1]  If compression_rate=medium and speed=medium then 

 decision=strong_select 
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As illustrated in paragraph 3.1.2, the domains for compression_rate and speed 

contain each three linguistic terms: low, medium, high for compression_rate and 

slow, medium, fast for speed. For compression_rate, pred(medium)=low and 

succ(medium)=high while for speed pred(medium)=slow and succ(medium)=fast. 

The rules generated for one different neighbor are: 

[R2]  If compression_rate=low and speed=medium then 

 decision=weak_select 

[R3]  If compression_rate=high and speed=medium then 

 decision=weak_select 

[R4]  If compression_rate=medium and speed=slow then 

 decision=weak_select 

[R5]  If compression_rate=medium and speed=fast then 

 decision=weak_select 

The rules generated for two different neighbors are: 

[R6]  If compression_rate=low and speed=slow then 

 decision=weak_reject 

[R7]  If compression_rate=high and speed=slow then 

 decision=weak_reject 

[R8]  If compression_rate=low and speed=fast then 

 decision=weak_reject 

[R9]  If compression_rate=high and speed=fast then 

 decision=weak_reject 

In this case, there are no rules where the decision is strong_reject, because both of 

the linguistic variables have only two terms and the requested term was the middle 

term. 

We must also remark that the requirement was expressed using only the equality 

operator =. Thus, bigger values than the requested one are not considered to be 

best matches. If the user wants to consider better values than the requested one as 

best matches (for example, value fast for speed to be not considered worse that 

value medium) he must explicitly specify this in the requirement as speed >= 

medium. In this case, the rules that have speed=fast in the premise will have as 

conclusion a stronger selection decision. 
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3.3 Using Fuzzy Inference for Component Selection 

3.3.1 The Principles 

The selection of components corresponding to a set of requirements is done in 

several steps: First, the matching of properties according to the classic 

composition strategy resumed in paragraph 2.2 results in a list of potential 

solutions. Second, all the required attributes are used to generate the set of fuzzy 

rules as described in paragraph 3.2. Finally, the potential solutions obtained in the 

first step are hierarchized with help of fuzzy inference over the set of rules. 

Given a fact A’ and a rule RA→B, fuzzy inference means the composition A’○ 

RA→B in order to obtain the conclusion B’= A’○ RA→B. 

In our case, a fact A’ is an expressions containing attributes of one candidate 

solution combined using logical operators, the premises A of the fuzzy rules are 

composed of attributes of the requirement, while the conclusion is the linguistic 

variable decision. 

The premises of the rules are composed of several attributes, the degrees of 

activation of each premise are combined using the corresponding logical operators 

(AND, OR). The AND operator is implemented by minimum in fuzzy logic and 

the OR operator is implemented by maximum in fuzzy logic. 

When more than one rule is active, the consequents of all active rules are 

combined through the union operator, which is implemented as a maximum 

between the membership functions of the partial conclusions. Most often, the 

result of the fuzzy inference has to be a crisp value, obtained by an averaging 

procedure applied on the partial conclusions, process that is called defuzzification. 

A widely used defuzzification method is the center of gravity. 

The results obtained through defuzzification of the conclusions obtained for each 

candidate solution lead to their hierarchisation. 

3.3.2 Example 

Let us consider the following scenario to illustrate how the inference process 

works on selection of components. An application requires property compression 

with attributes values compression_rate=medium and speed=medium. From this 

requirement, the set of fuzzy rules illustrated in paragraph 3.2.4 are automatically 

generated. The component repository contains different component 

implementations for property compression, having different values for the 

nonfunctional attributes. Let suppose that there are available N different 

component implementations, two of them being these specified in the example of 

paragraph 3.1.2. For each of the N candidate components the value of the 

selection decision is calculated. 
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Figures 2-5 illustrate how each of the generated rules is composed with the fact 

represented by the specification of component C1 (with comp_rate=0.6 and 

speed=slow). Only four of the generated rules are activated, all other rules don’t 

influence the inference process because their terms are not intersected by the facts 

resulting from the specification of component C1. 

speed decision 

slow 

weak_reject 

comp_rate 

low 

0.3 

Figure 2 

Rule: if compression_rate=low and speed=slow then decision=weak_reject. 

Facts: comp_rate=0.6, speed=slow 

 

speed decision 

medium

weak_select 

comp_rate 

low 

0.3 

Figure 3 

Rule: if compression_rate=low and speed=medium then decision=weak_select. 

Facts: comp_rate=0.6, speed=slow 

 

speed decision 

low 
weak_select 

comp_rate 

medium 

0.9 

Figure 4 

Rule: if compression_rate=medium and speed=slow then decision=weak_select. 

Facts: comp_rate=0.6, speed=slow 
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speed decision 

medium

strong_select 

0.5 

comp_rate 

medium 

Figure 5 

Rule: if compression_rate=medium and speed=medium then decision=strong_select. 

Facts: comp_rate=0.6, speed=slow 

The decision is the union between the partial conclusions weak_reject=0.3, 

weak_select=0.9, weak_select=0.3 and strong_select=0.5. Applying as a 

defuzzification method the the center of gravity for these partial conclusions, it 

results a decision value that classifies the component C1 as acceptable. 

Similarily, fuzzy inference is also done for all the other candidate components. 

They can be ranked according to their decision values, the component with the 

decision value placed nearer to the right end of the domain (nearer to 

strong_select) being the best choice. 

4 Related Work 

Many different approaches have been proposed for the specification of 

components: interface description, formal specification methods, behavioural 

specification, architectural description. In previous work, we also developed a 

compositional model at the architectural level, the composable components model 

and its specification formalism, CCDL [8], [10]. A critical issue are the non-

functional properties of components, as speed, memory consumption, usability, 

etc. 

Since the use of fuzzy logic for the specification and retrieval of software 

components is a new approach, only a few experimental results are described in 

the literature. Two notable approaches are these of Zhang et al [12] and that of 

Cooper et al [2]. 

The work of Cooper et al [2] focuses on gathering specification data for individual 

components by tests and on the process of fuzzification of these specifications 

(their representation by membership functions). In their article they do not 

emphasis on the process of quering and decision making process for retrieving 

components that correspond to certain required properties, which instead is the 

main focus of our work. Another particularity of our work is that the individual 
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components do not have to bespecified with fuzzy properties. The advantage of 

this is that the fuzzyfication information (the shape of the membership functions) 

is described independent of individual components as a domain specific 

information. 

Zhang et al [12] present a component matching system targeting automatic 

component searching and matching across the internet. The system is based on 

XML specifications and supports user queries that are specifications with 

incomplete/uncertain attributes. The matching approach used in their work is not 

fuzzy inference as it is used in our work. In [12], a query is parsed into a 

document object model (DOM) and the DOM is transformed to an internal tree-

structured model. After this, fuzzy logic scoring and aggregation algorithms are 

applied to the internal tree structure to provide a ranked set of candidate 

approximate matches. In our approach, the matching is based directly on fuzzy 

logic inference which can be implemented in a generic manner. 

Conclusions 

In this article we introduced a new approach for the specification and retrieval of 

software components. This solution is based on fuzzy logic and extends our 

previous work on architectural level specification. The advantages of this 

approach are: a natural treatment for certain non-functional attributes that cannot 

be exactly evaluated and specified, and a relaxed matching of required/provided 

attributes that don’t have to always be precise. 
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Abstract: The paper presents issues regarding the flux estimation of induction machines. 

The electrical machines variable’s estimation represents a major problem in the actual 

context of modern control approaches, especially of sensorless control strategies. There 

are considered several implementations of induction machine’s flux estimators by using the 

Matlab-Simulink environment and there are drawn the afferent conclusions. 

Keywords: flux estimator, observer, induction machines, simulation, Matlab-Simulink 

environment 

1 Introduction 

The issue of the state estimation represents a major problem in the actual trend of 

modern electrical machines control. The state estimation must be solved especially 

in the case when those variables are not measurable or the transducers are 

expensive (such as torque, or flux transducers) and the price cost of a control 

system increases due to this fact. Therefore, appears the necessity of using of 

control schemes and methods without the usage of some specific 

transducers/sensors. This case is the one of the sensorless control methods. [1] 

The estimator’s implementations are based on the usage of control plant models, 

their aim being to estimate the value of non-measurable variables by using other 

measurable variables. 

Basically there are two major types of estimators: [1] 

- Estimators without correction (without feedback). 
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- Asymptotic estimators or observers (with feedback), that presents a 

predictive correction in order to assure a faster convergence and a better 

robustness of estimation at the estimated plant’s parameter variations and 

at exogenous perturbations. 

In the context of electrical machines the most commonly used estimators are: 

- Flux and torque estimators – are used in the FOC (field oriented control) 

and the direct torque and flux vector control. 

- Speed and acceleration estimators based on measured position – are used in 

position/speed controllers, state controllers, sliding mode controllers, etc. 

- Position and speed estimators based on measured stator variables (currents 

and voltages) – used in the sensorless control (without position 

sensors/transducers). 

- Perturbation estimators used in equivalent perturbation compensators. 

In order to fulfill the requirements of a faster and accurate control (reduced 

response periods) of the induction machine, the value of the flux variable must be 

known. This variable’s value can be estimated on the basis of voltage, current and 

rotation speed measurements. There are several control strategies and methods for 

the induction machine. In technical literature, are especially used the control based 

on stator flux and the one based on the rotor flux. [2] [3]. 

The paper describes some estimator structures implemented in the Matlab-

Simulink simulation environment. The paper studies those estimator structures 

having in view the possibility of their implementation in unconventional energetic 

conversion systems, especially of WECS (wind energy conversion systems). 

There are studied three induction machine’s flux estimators: based on voltage 

model, based on current model and based on the stator current estimation and a 

flux observer. 

2 Induction Machine’s Flux Estimators 

2.1 Flux Estimator based on Voltage-model 

This type of estimator (flux estimator based on voltage model) can be synthesized 

by using the voltage-based model, as depicted in relation (1): 

dtiRu ssess )(ˆ ∫ −=Ψ  (1) 

Where: ˆ – represents the estimated value, 

            e – represents the estimator parameter, 
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          sΨ̂  – the stator flux estimated value, 

            uS – stator voltage, 

            RSE – the stator resistance estimator’s parameter, 

            iS  –  stator current. 

There is considered only the real part of the equation and respectively a zero value 

rotor current (without load torque), the obtained results are valid also in the case 

of the imaginary axis (with load torque). 

The estimator is defined by the relation (2), for the x-axis: 

dtiRu sxsesxsx )(ˆ ∫ −=Ψ  (2) 

The relation (2) implementation in Matlab-Simulink is represented in Figure 1. 

 

INDUCTION MACHINE ESTIMATOR
 

Figure 1 

Induction machine’s flux estimator based on the voltage model (Matlab-Simulink implementation) 

The input variables in the estimator are the machine’s current and voltage. In the 

case that the value of the estimator’s parameter stator resistance RSE  is identical to 

the electrical machine stator resistance RS and the current and voltage are 

measured without errors (due to noise or offset) then the estimator can be used 

when the rotor current is not zero. This fact can be noticed in relation (1) where 

the rotor current doesn’t occur. 

However, in the case of a slightly different value of the RSE  parameter this would 

lead to errors in the estimator performance especially in the case of low rotation 

speeds. In Figure 2 is represented the estimator’s error in the case when the 

resistance value is different with a 5% regarding the real value of the resistance 

(the response at a step signal – the usx voltage value). It can be noticed, that 

initially the estimate follows the flux evolution, but further it has a deviation to 

infinite or to the integrator saturation. 
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Figure 2 

Simulation results (estimator’s error) 

In Figure 3 there can be noticed that the estimate follows correctly the flux 

variable, even in the case of a 5 Hz frequency (the resistance error being also 5%). 

There can be concluded that the influence of the resistance parameter error 

reduces with the frequency increase. Also, the offset in the current measurement 

conducts to errors in the flux estimation at any frequency value. Taking in 

consideration that this estimation method presents difficulties in implementations 

(especially al low rotation speed), practically it is not used in applications. 

 

Figure 3 

Simulation results (estimator’s error at f=5 Hz) 
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2.2 Flux Estimator based on Current-model 

In order to improve to performances of the previous estimator there is used the 

relation (3). 

)( rsMs iiL +=Ψ  (3) 

Where: LM – magnetization inductance, 

             is –stator current, 

             ir – rotor current, 

            Ψs –stator flux 

There is considered the rotor current to be zero, and from the relation (3) results 

the following relation (4): 

sxmesx iL=Ψ̂  (4) 

Where: Lme – the magnetization inductance estimator’s parameter. 

Therefore, only the stator current represents the input of the estimator structure. In 

Figure 4, there is represented the Matlab-Simulink implementation of induction 

machine’s flux estimator based on current-model. 

 

INDUCTION MACHINE ESTIMATOR

 

Figure 4 

Induction machine’s flux estimator based on the current model (Matlab-Simulink implementation) 

One of the main disadvantages of this estimator implementation based on the 

current-model is the fact that a correct estimation of flux requires a very precise 

value of the magnetization inductance LM. Another problem is the fact that due to 

the magnetic saturation phenomenon that occurs in the electrical machines, this 

parameter (LM) is not constant. This parameter varies fact that leads to a difficult 

obtaining of the Lme parameter. In Figure 5 there are represented the simulation 

results – the evolution of the flux estimate in the condition of a 5% error in the 

magnetizing inductance value. Another disadvantage of this estimator type is the 

fact that the errors are significant in the case that the rotor current is not zero. In 
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order to compensate the rotor current effect, it is necessary to measure the rotation 

speed because the rotor current usually cannot be measured. 

 

Figure 5 

Simulation results (estimator’s error) 

The previous estimator, based on the voltage-model presents the advantage of 

being independent to the rotation speed and to the rotor current. 

From relation (5) and relation (3) and (4) there is obtained the relation (6). 

rLsr iL+Ψ=Ψ  (5) 

Where: LL – is leakage inductance. 

ML

M

rsLs
LL

L
iL

+
Ψ+=Ψ )(  (6) 

In order to calculate the rotor flux, from relation (5), (4), (3) and (7) there is 

obtained the relation (8). 

rrrp

r iRjz
dt

d
−Ψ=

Ψ
ω  (7) 

where: zp – number of poles pairs, 

 ω – rotor rotation speed, 

 Rr – rotor resistance. 

)( ωp
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+
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+
=
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There results the estimator defined by the relations (9) and (10): 

MeLe

Me

rsLes
LL

L
iL

+
Ψ+=Ψ )ˆ(ˆ  (9) 

)(ˆ
ˆ

ωp

MeLe

re

r

MeLe

Mere

s

r jz
LL

R

LL

LR
i

dt

d
−

+
Ψ−

+
=

Ψ
 (10) 

This estimator has as input the rotor rotation speed and the stator current, as it can 

be noticed in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 

Flux estimator based on current-model 

The flux estimator based on current-model presents good performances in the case 

of low frequencies, but is sensible to the parameter error at high frequencies. 

2.3 Flux Estimator based on the Stator Current Estimation 

In order to solve the problem of the estimator’s based on voltage-model error, 

there is used the estimate of the stator current instead of the measured value of the 

stator current variable. 

sss

s iRu
dt

d
−=

Ψ
 (11) 

From relation (11) and (3), considering the rotor current to be zero, there results 

the estimator described by relations (12) and (13), represented in Figure 7. 

dtiRu sxsesxsx ∫ −=Ψ )ˆ(ˆ  (12) 

Me

sx

sx
L

i
Ψ

=
ˆ

ˆ  (13) 
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ESTIMATORINDUCTION MACHINE

Figure 7 

Induction machine’s flux estimator based on stator current estimation. (Matlab-Simulink 

implementation) 

This flux estimator is principally a simulation model in open loop, because there 

are no feedbacks through some measurements. In Figure 8, there can be noticed 

the reduced value of the estimator’s error. However, there is present a steady state 

regime error in the flux estimate due to the error in the resistance or inductances 

errors. 

 

Figure 8 

Simulation results (estimator’s error) 
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3 Induction Machine’s Flux Observer 

3.1 Induction Generator’s Flux Observer 

Another possibility is the combination of the three estimators’ types already 

considered by using the observer’s theory. The Kalman’s filter structure can be 

also applied in the case of the induction machine. 

Considering the state representation of a system (described by relations (14), 

(15)), 

BuAx
dt

dx
+=  (14) 

Cuy =  (15) 

where: x – represents the estimated state, u – represents the system’s input, y – 

represents the system’s output described by relation (16): 

)ˆ(ˆ
ˆ

xCyKuBxA
dt

xd
eee −++=  (16) 

where: K – represents the gain coefficient (Astrom, 1976), and Ae, Be, Ce - the 

model’s parameter. 

In the case of a Kalman filter, the model’s parameter are A=Ae, B=Be and C=Ce, 

obtaining the identity observer that follows the entire state vector, in comparison 

with a reduced set observer that follows only a subset of the state vector 

(Luenberger, 1979). 

There can be obtained a flux observer structure of the induction generator 

(considering the case when the rotor current is zero) by using the following 

notations (17), (18), (19), (20), (21), (22), (23): 

sxx Ψ=  (17) 

sxx Ψ= ˆˆ  (18) 

sxiy =  (19) 

sxuu =  (20) 

Me

se

e
L

R
A −=  (21) 
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1=eB  (22) 

Me

e
L

C
1

=  (23) 

The observer equation is (24): 

)ˆ1
(ˆ

ˆ

sx

Me

sxsx

Me

se

sx

sx

L
iK

L

R
u

dt

d
Ψ−+Ψ−=

Ψ
 (24) 

The choose of the gain coefficient represents a high sensitive task. The literature 

recommends the study of the poles-zeroes representation. [2] [3] The problem that 

occurs in the case of the complete order observer (the rotor current is not zero) is 

that the poles depend by the rotation speed if the K coefficient is constant. Another 

method is represented by the LQG (Linear Quadratic Gaussian) design, in the case 

that the K gain coefficient minimizes the estimate error. This method presents 

limitations due to the variation of the machine parameter in the functioning 

regimes. The equation (16) can be reformulated as depicted in relation (25): 

)ˆ(ˆ
ˆ

sxsxsesx

Me

se

sx

sx iikR
L

R
u

dt

d
−+Ψ−=

Ψ
 (25) 

Where: 

seR

K
k =  (26) 

sx

Me

sxesx
L

Ci Ψ=Ψ= ˆ1ˆˆ  (27) 

In Figure 9 is presented the considered flux observer, described by relations (17) -

(23) 

 

 

Figure 9 

Induction Machine’s Flux Observer (Simulink implementation) 
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Considering the presented Simulink diagram and the equations (17) - (23) and 

(25), there results: 

)ˆ)1(())1(
ˆ

(
ˆ

sxsxsesxsx

Me

sx
sesx

sx kiikRukik
L

Ru
dt

d
−+−=−+

Ψ
−=

Ψ  (28) 

The obtained observer is a combination between the flux estimator based on 

voltage model (Figure 1) and the estimator based on stator current estimation 

(Figure 7). There can be noticed in Figures 10 and 11, that a choose of an unitary 

K coefficient reduces the steady state regime error of the estimator based on stator 

current estimation and the deviation of the estimator based on voltage model. The 

observer pole is the root of the characteristic equation, as depicted in relation (29): 

[ ] ⇒=−− 0)( sKCA ee ⇒=
⎥
⎥
⎦
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−− 0
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Me

se )1( k
L

R
s

Me

se +−=  (29) 

If the K=-1 then the observer becomes the estimator based on voltage model, and 

respectively if K=0 then the observer is practically the estimator based on stator 

current estimation. 

  

Figure 10 

Step response of the observer (K=0) 

Figure 11 

Step response of the observer (K=1) 

The results obtained by this observer are good, in the case of an +/- 10% variation 

of the induction’s generator parameter, this range covering the issues regarding 

the machine’s parameter variation (due to the temperature, magnetic coupling, 

etc). 

Conclusions 

There can be concluded that the solution of using the induction machine’s 

magnetic flux estimation is imposed because this variable must be known in the 

context of the control structure, especially in the case of FOC structures and due to 

the fact that this variable cannot be directly measured. 
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The three estimator structures and the observer presented in the paper present both 

advantages and limitations that must be considered and studied for each type of 

application. The problem that must be solved is the design of a flux estimator 

structure that presents good performances in the case of entire frequency range 

spectrum. The first presented estimator based on voltage-model presents a better 

response in the case of higher frequency range; meanwhile the flux estimator 

based on current-model presents a better response in the range of low frequencies. 

In [1] [4], there is described an efficient modality of a combination of those two 

estimators in order to obtain a estimator with good performances both in case of 

low frequency range and of high frequency range. The idea that leads to such 

estimator is to use a low frequency pass filter to select the estimator based on the 

current-model at low frequency range and of course, a high frequency pass filter 

to select the estimator based on voltage-model at high frequency range. 

Another approach modality that can be used is the observer theory, such as the 

Kalman filtering that can be applied also in the case of the induction generator. [5] 

[6] 

The above exposed flux estimators and observer present a great significance in the 

actual trend of the sensorless control structures of the modern windmills based on 

induction generators. In order to study the windmills control structure 

performances there is mandatory a detailed analysis of the dynamic behavior of all 

main components of the wind energy conversion line: wind turbine, electrical 

generator, converter, grid and other additional elements). 
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